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Curbside Pickup of your favorite Salon products

& more
Order online, mane at traction.biz

Mane Attraction | (530) 587-6263 (MANE)

ManeAttraction.biz | 10466 Donner Pass Rd., Truckee, CA 96161
Lifetime Member

IF YOU’RE STRUGGLING AT
HOME, YOU’RE NOT ALONE.
Many of us are experiencing stress, fear, anxiety and isolation as the result of
the Coronavirus outbreak. It has been a very difficult time and we want you to
know that there are resources to help.
Signs of stress related to a disaster, such as the Coronavirus pandemic, may include:
• Feeling helpless or hopeless
• Eating or sleeping too much or
too little
• Having low or no energy
• Drinking and using drugs too much

• Yelling or fighting with friends
and family
• Unable to perform daily tasks
• Thinking of hurting or killing
yourself or someone else

If you, a loved one, friend or neighbor is struggling with depression or having
thoughts of suicide please REACH OUT.
There are people to talk to, text and connect with.
YOUR COMMUNITY IS HERE FOR YOU.

CALL: 1-800-273-TALK (24/7 NATIONAL LIFELINE)
CALL: 1-800-736-1060 (24/7 LOCAL HELPLINE)
TEXT CRISIS LINE:
(CALIFORNIA) “START” TO 741741
(NEVADA) “ANSWER” TO 839363
FIND RESOURCES: WWW.TAHOELIFELINE.ORG
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STAY UP TO DATE ON EXCLUSIVE
OFFERS AND EVENTS

Sign up for your
locals card online at
ritzcarlton.com/laketahoe
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SUMMER IS THE IDEAL TIME…
FOR WISDOM TOOTH REMOVAL
Call today to schedule an appointment
with our trusted Oral Surgeons
Dan Martin DDS
Rachel Appelblatt DDS MD

DO TELL !
Good: Social distancing. Great: Virtual closening. Tell us your best
“virtual closening” story during this time.
What’s usually spent as time pounding the pavement, seeking out folks to participate in our
man-on-the-street section was performed this month (mostly) over social media. In an effort
to pat social distancing efforts on the head but find something a touch more meaningful, we
asked our Facebook followers for insight on how they’re maintaining family connections and
friendships during this odd time in our lives.

Excellent Surgery Care | Compassionate Team | Competitive Rates
TahoeOralSurgery.com | 530-587-5440

Love Winter?

Enjoy a beautiful laidback lifestyle in
a new Lake Tahoe or Truckee home.

Call me to

help you
find yours.

Trinkie Watson

530 582 0722

TrinkieWatson.com

Here’s a ~virtual hug~ from the Moonshine fam to you all.

JASON CHESHIRE,
Hartford, Connecticut
Art director at GO

Virtual happy hours with our West Coasters, Middle
Americaners, and friends and family close by. It never
happened before but hopefully will continue! Miss you all!

KATE BROWER, Incline Village

Job captain at JK Architecture Engineering
My company has offices in Tahoe City, Reno, Auburn, and San
Jose. The firm has always had a close family vibe within each
office, but less connectivity between offices. And now we are all
on equal ground, as everyone is working remotely, and feeling
much closer as a whole. [The] Tahoe City office has enjoyed
random Free Beer Fridays over the years. It has been replaced
with company-wide Quarantini Hour.
Photo credit Jen Schmidt

SUSI LIPPUNER, Truckee

Self-employed licensed clinical social worker
I did a play date with two special children in my life (5- and
7-year-olds). One of my goals was to give their mom a break
and I’m not sure it did, but maybe next time it will. They told
me a story, I typed it out on a word document ... then I read it
back to them. That followed with emailing it to them so Mom
could print it out and they could illustrate it. It was really fun to
hear their stories!

Sunrise doesn't
last all morning.
A cloud burst doesn't
last all day.
DOWNTOWN HISTORIC TRUCKEE | 530.587.4694 | 10096 DONNER PASS ROAD
P i a n e t a R e s t a u r a n t T r u c k e e . c o m
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TODD BRADEN, Truckee

Broker/owner at AcumenRealEstateGroup.com
The silver lining during this crazy time, is the blessing of
technology; virtual time with family and friends. Just like being
in the same room with everyone. Now, will someone please
enforce and hold everyone accountable to wearing gloves,
masks, and social distancing when going to Safeway, CVS,
and all the other stores in town? ... I know everyone loves our
amazing community, so please do your part to protect that
which you love.

TALLAHASSEE, Reno
The goodest boy

I don’t need to virtually closen because my two favorite people
in the entire universe [including news reporter Alex Hoeft] are
home with me all the time now and I’m going on lots of walks
all the time and they’re throwing the ball for me all the time and
I’m a very, very happy pup all the time. Also, what does virtual
mean?

INTERVIEWS & PHOTOS BY ALEX HOEFT/MOONSHINE INK

TAHOE/TRUCKEE INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER

GO ONLINE

MOODYS
BISTRO, BAR & BEATS

MOONSHINEINK.COM

CURBSIDE PICKUP
Available for:

PPE IS KEY

LOCAL RESILIENCY

Live Corona News

Food for Thought

As hot takes happen on a daily — nay, hourly
— basis, we’re keeping our online followers
knowledgeable about the latest numbers of
positive cases; closures on a local, statewide,
and national level; and initiatives put in place
to keep people socially distancing. Coverage
includes Placer, Nevada, Washoe, and El
Dorado counties. Check out Tahoe/Truckee
Coronavirus Live Updates online.

For those who eat, Ink staff is also
tracking local restaurants offering
takeout and delivery options, as well
as grocery stores and their hours
(including specific shopping times
for seniors and the immunocompromised). Where to Get Tahoe/Truckee
Food in the Age of Coronavirus is also
on our website.

STEAKS • PIZZA • PASTA
COCKTAILS • WINE & BEER

ORDER ONLINE
MOODYSBISTRO.COM

10007 Bridge St. | Truckee, CA | (530) 587-8688 | moodysbistro.com

’BOOKS, ’TUBES, ’GRAMS, & TWEETS

THE COBBLESTONE CENTER

KS

CHIEF SPEA

Moonshine swapped our reporter hats for convener hats
over the last month to facilitate vital community conversations about topics weighing on all of our minds under
the new reality of the COVID-19 pandemic. At left,
Chief Robert Leftwich addresses our 40-person visitorsoriented call about the nuances of enforcement of the
“stay at home” order and temporary ban on STRs. Find
clips and full Zoom conversations as they develop on
our YouTube channel, youtube.com/moonshineink.

Moonshine Minutes

NEWS ON THE AIR

READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

Social media? Radio was the original medium playing the role of social connector of ideas, news, and
conversation through many historic moments, and
we need it now to reach the ears of Tahoe/Truckee
residents as they stay home. Moonshine linked up
with KTKE Truckee Tahoe Radio’s JD Hoss on
101.5. We’re on most weekday mornings with our
latest reporting on the outbreak locally.

Photo by Wade Snider/Moonshine Ink; photo by Wade Snider/Moonshine Ink; screenshot; courtesy image

Tahoe Talks

NOW PLAYING VIRTUAL CINEMA!
All movies and links found at tahoearthauscinema.com

Once Were Brothers:
Robbie Robertson
and The Band
APRIL 13-16

The Whistlers
APRIL 13-16

The Wild Goose Lake
APRIL 13-16

And Then We Danced

Slay the Dragon
APRIL 17-23

Fantastic Fungi
ONGOING

Womens Adventure
Film Tour
OPENS APRIL 24

Best of CatVideoFest
APRIL 24-30

APRIL 17-23

475 NORTH LAKE BLVD., TAHOE CITY, CA | 530-584-2431
Visit tahoearthauscinema.com for schedule, upcoming events & tickets.
MOONSHINEINK.COM
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Illusions of Someday
My hope for a real ‘new normal’

Golfing for Schools
Excellence in Education hopes to launch
its 2020 Golfing for Schools Card this
spring as we continue to evaluate the
current COVID-19 situation and summer
recreation guidelines in our region.
Please check ExinEd.org for updates and
information. Thanks for your support!

PURCHASES, QUESTIONS, MORE INFO

ExinEd.org | exed@ttcf.net | (530) 550-7984
Golf cards are transferable and can be used once for
18 holes of play at participating courses.
Purchasing limit of 8 cards per person.

HELPING PEOPLE AT
OR NEAR RETIREMENT

PUBLISHER’S NOTE
By Mayumi Elegado

Things sure have changed
since our March print edition
released. Within a week of
the issue hitting stands, our
immediate community saw its
first positive COVID-19 cases,
California heeded a statewide
stay-at-home order, and we
told tourists to stop coming to
Tahoe/Truckee.
Our country and community
were forced to adapt quickly
to a “new normal.” Alongside,
Moonshine Ink adjusted
promptly (see p. 11). We are
all learning on the fly — social
distancing, how to have a
peaceful home with everyone
cooped up, surviving great
economic changes (see p. 27)
— and fortune hasn’t given us
a whole lot of time.
As I type these words, we are
still in the thick of it. There
is cautious optimism in many
parts of the country, ours
included, that quick drastic
reactions have curtailed the
disease’s spread yet experts
warn we are far from the end.

“Epidemics, like disasters, have
a way of revealing underlying
truths about the societies
they impact,” wrote Anne
Applebaum early in March
in The Atlantic. This virus
has highlighted our dearth in
preparation and left us with
a severe lack of test kits and
backlogs of testing across the
nation. It also put in unfortunate sharp relief the deep
divisions that have hampered
political and cultural developments for a long time, which
directly and detrimentally
affected the U.S. response to
this novel coronavirus.
When we get through this,
which we will, and there is more
time for reflection, big changes
are likely to come in logistical
preparations for future catastrophic threats. But beyond
the material, I hope for a more
profound shift. I wish for and
believe we can heal these divisions that stymie our country.
And I think I found the answer
on a bumper sticker.
Around the time that the
Ink’s March edition was being
delivered, I was standing in the
kitchen, reflecting on the vitriol
that happens daily in legislative halls around the country
and the slow U.S. response to
COVID-19, when I asked out
loud, “I wonder what the Dalai
Lama thinks about the state
of our world.” Not more than

M O O N S H I N E

I N K

two hours later, as I was biding
time waiting for my boyfriend,
I ended up flipping through a
basket of bumper stickers at
New Moon Natural Foods.
What happened next was
eerie. The last sticker directly
answered my question, with
this notable quote from the
Dalai Lama XIV: “Compassion
is the radicalism of our time.”
The divisiveness in our country
is, quite frankly and simply,
enabled by the ability to see
people as an “other.” We’ve lost
the care for our countrymen as
a whole and instead stubbornly
insist on walled-off camps — in
geography, media choices, and
political stances.
This virus doesn’t afford
that luxury. It knows not our
contrived boundaries. We are
all in this together. As one, we
must rise to the challenge or
sink in our failures.
It’s a point of reflection. Do we
realize we are all connected?
Or splinter further?
My hope and belief is that we
can truly change and make
compassion the rule of the
land.
~ The rolling news about
COVID-19 has been dizzying.
For a complete local record of
key milestones, see Moonshine’s
Tahoe/Truckee Coronavirus
Live Updates story online. It is
updated almost daily.

S T A F F

What’s your biggest quarantine craving?

John C Manocchio, CFP,® CRPC®

WE TAKE YOUR FINANCIAL SUCCESS
VERY PERSONALLY!
Get a complimentary, no-obligation snapshot of your
progress toward meeting your retirement goals.

530-412-3757

jmanocchio@wradvisors.com
myadvisor.wradvisors.com
11025 Pioneer Trail, Suite 208
Truckee, CA 96161
Waddell & Reed Inc. Member SIPC
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ON THE COVER:
SHELTERING IN PLACES
ABOUT THE PHOTO |
While on coronavirus-related
assignments, Wade decided
to deliver some bread to
friends. This is their life now.

ABOUT THE ARTIST | Wade
Snider is a local photographer
who likes sitting at home and
looking out the window.
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OPINION
4 | Do Tell
How are you virtually “closening”
during social distancing?
6 | Publisher’s Note
Compassion is the radicalism of our time.
8 | My Shot; Readers Reflect
STR owners and platforms need to
respect the ban during COVID-19.
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32 | Business Briefs
Ski resort improvements; funds raised for
nonprofits; new executive director; more

44

33 | Home Makeover Giveaway
Elements Mtn. Co. helps houses in
disrepair for families in need.

9 | Shine On
Our favorite gopher has a message for
would-be travelers on 80.

MOUNTAIN LIFE

10 | Our Shot
In a rare move, the Ink team pens a joint
opinion asking for transparency.

34 | Comic Relief
A collection of memes show that
laughter is the best medicine

11 | Moonshine Members
Support our pivot to breaking news.

36 | Suicide Awareness
You are not alone; resources to help
those you love

NEWS
15 | Corona Coverage
A rundown of our online reporting: see
more at moonshineink.com/coronavirus.

SOUL KITCHEN
38 | Waste Less, Save More
Tips for cutting kitchen waste in a time
of stocking-up

19 | The Faces and the Empty Places
A new reality, immortalized in photos
20 | Community Corkboard
A place to share your story of business,
community, resiliency, hope

PUTTING IN SOME DISTANCE: Wade Snider, staff photographer, enjoys being as far away as possible
from social situations, as he snowshoes to his favorite undisclosed location. Photo by Ali Altamirano

F E AT U R E S

22 | You Asked. They Answered.
What can you do to help the community
during the pandemic?
24 | News Briefs
New event center; Tahoe East Shore
Trail mural to be installed; trail amenity
program; more
26 | In The Past
Placer County’s own “Rosie the Riveter”
and the brave women of WASP were
pioneers for equality during WWII.
27 | Business Feature
Small businesses are struggling. Here
are resources.

NEWS
12 | COVID-19 Run Down
All you need to know about the crowned virus that has come
to rule our lives, globally and locally

43 | Light Through the Darkness
When the going gets tough, Tahoe gets going.
Read how residents around the Tahoe/Truckee region are coming together
(at a safe social distance, of course!) for the greater good
of the community during this time of crisis.

WADE SNIDER is a traveler who’s seen
many worlds. He digs the backcountry
and thrives in the worlds of surfing,
travel, mountain biking, to name a few,
and has made photography his medium.
And given all that, quite possibly this
Moonshine Ink photographer’s favorite
universe is the one where he’s at home,
snuggling with his cat.

YOUR CANVAS
46 | Puzzle Page
Crossword; Sudoku; The Stars; a
challenge
47 | Parting Shot
Untouchable

FEEL GOOD

Truckee local DANA GUNDERS RIVERO
is a board member of Tahoe Food Hub
and executive director of ReFED, a
national nonprofit organization dedicated
to accelerating solutions to food waste,
see p. 38. She’s also author of the WasteFree Kitchen Handbook and founder of
Next Course, which develops strategies
toward an efficient food future.

TAP CALENDAR
39 | Shine On, Virtual TAP Edition
Social planning during social distancing.
42 | Get Out & Go
How to social distance in the great outdoors

C O N T R I B U T O R S

READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

NEWS
29 | Think Local
A personal essay from local business
owner Jaclyn Woznicki; ways to support
local business during COVID-19

PAT DILLON has lived and worked on the
North Shore for over 40 years (almost a
local!) and is retired from North Tahoe Fire.
When he’s not researching and writing
about Tahoe and the folks that live and
work here, he’s spending time with his wife,
his adult kids, and the menagerie of critters
that share their home. Read his story about
our region’s own Rosie the Riveter on p. 26.
MIKE ENGLISH does the monthly Shine
On cartoons (p. 11 and 40) for us here at
Moonshine, thereby breaking a vow that he
“would never contribute to a publication
that would have him as a contributor.” A
profound disappointment to both them and
his parents, English says, “My wife says she
likes me, but she may be jivin’ me, too.”
Binge watches Bob Ross. Enjoys teaching his
grandson to play guitar (see photo).
MOONSHINEINK.COM

BACK AFTER A SHORT BREAK
Some of our regular sections are taking
a hiatus while we redirect resources to
news reporting. These include Home
Front, Sports & Outdoors, and Arts &
Culture.

Moonshine Ink is published monthly and hits
the streets on the second Thursday of each
month. Opinions, findings, and conclusions
expressed are those of authors and do not
necessarily reflect those of Moonshine Ink
staff or advertisers. Sign up for a Membership
at moonshineink.com/contribute. Please
contact us for advertising information at
sales@moonshineink.com. Subscriptions
are available for $25/year. Sign up online at
moonshineink.com/subscribe. Printed with
soy inks on recycled paper.
Issue

Deadline

14 May –10 June
11 June – 8 July
9 July – 12 Aug

1 May
29 May
26 June

These are the drop-dead deadlines.
However, if you want your submission
considered, please try to send it in as early
as possible and contact us for submission
guidelines at info@moonshineink.com.
10137 Riverside Dr., Truckee CA 96161
(530) 587-3607 ph | (530) 587-3635 fax
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OPINION

Stay At Home (Please)

READERS REFLECT
Submit letters to editors@
moonshineink.com

During lockdown to halt a global pandemic,
your vacation is not a priority
essential workers, people
in quarantine, and a few
other one-off exceptions.
Placer and Nevada counties have similar temporary
restrictions.

MY SHOT
By Court Leve

On March 19, Gov. Gavin
Newsom enacted a statewide
“stay at home” order, which,
among other things, called
for a ban on “nonessential
travel” and local authorities
have clarified that this limits
the use of short-term rentals.
STRs are defined as any
rental for a period of 30 days
or less including vacation
homes, hotels, etc.
Several days later, in an effort
to minimize visitors and travel
in hopes of easing strain from
the COVID-19 pandemic on
our local infrastructure, both
Placer and Nevada counties along with the Town of
Truckee authorized a temporary ban on STRs.
Truckee’s ban includes
several exemptions for

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

“WE ARE
MORE ALIKE,
MY FRIENDS,
THAN WE ARE
UNALIKE. WE
ARE MORE ALIKE,
MY FRIENDS,
THAN WE ARE
UNALIKE. WE
ARE MORE ALIKE,
MY FRIENDS,
THAN WE ARE
UNALIKE.”
~ MAYA ANGELOU
8
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Placer County provided this
clarification: Short-term
rental units may only operate to provide COVID-19
mitigation and containment
measures (for example, isolation and quarantine or the
housing of displaced persons
or the homeless); to provide
housing for essential critical
infrastructure workers; and
for use by the property owner
and his/her immediate family
members.
Both Placer and Nevada
counties have taken real
action, immediately, to
enforce the state’s executive order. The temporary
ban is not just a request.
Violations in Placer County
could provide problems for
noncompliant STR renters:
“The fine for a code violation
is up to $500 per day for
each violation in the first
citation and up to $1,000 per
day for each violation in the
second citation,” according
to the county’s website. And
in Truckee this means it is
a misdemeanor to book a
vacation home or hotel room
and travel to Truckee until
the order is lifted.
The idea behind the timely
and unprecedented ban and
the counties’ actions was
to enforce the stay at home
order, not to encourage
people to travel to another
place to stay.
Nevertheless, there are still
dozens of available STRs
listed, and rental platforms
such as Airbnb and VRBO
continue unchecked and
remain operating business
as usual. And some property
owners have even promoted
that people stay here during
the COVID-19 pandemic.

MOONSHINEINK.COM

Some STR operators are
listing their properties in a
way that clearly puts their
individual needs over the
well-being of this community. For example, one
listing states, “Isolate in
style! Panoramic Lake Views,
Hot Tub and More.” Others
include “Shelter In Place
in a Beautiful Remodeled
Luxury Home w/Hot Tub”
and “Shelter in Place in a
sparkling clean luxury homeHot Tub.” Some but not all
of these listings have been
modified or deleted with
pressure from local residents.
(It’s important to note
that while some of these
STR advertisements refer
to “shelter[ing] in place,”
California’s is a ‘stay at home’
order, which are distinct from
one another.)
Properties are being leveraged to their max. This is
true now and even before
the COVID-19 crisis. If you
search the STR platforms,
you’ll find listings with
extreme ratios of bed/
bedrooms to the number of
guests they accommodate.
One lists seven bedrooms,
sleeps 28. Keep in mind
that Placer County alone
has some 5,000 registered
rentals. Granted not all sleep
28, but there is no shortage
of listings that accommodate
large groups of 10 or more
in standard four-bedroom
homes.
The availability of STRs
during the COVID-19 crisis,
at a time when it has never
been more important to limit
travel and social gatherings,
is exposing the need for
more sensible regulations
in Nevada County, similar
to what Placer County has
recently adopted. Placer
County’s recent STR ordinances regulate everything
from permitting and parking
to interior safety requirements. Nevada County and

In response to online exclusive Do Not Visit Tahoe/
Truckee

Truckee’s only “regulation” is
that you register your property and pay your property
taxes. Given that the greater
Tahoe/Truckee area is split
between counties, the time
has come to have consistent
regulations throughout this
area.
I am in no way stating that
there should be an outright
ban on STRs. However,
looking beyond the COVID19 crisis, it may be time
for a sensible and balanced
approach. Placer County
and their recent policies are
a great roadmap for Nevada
County and Truckee to follow.
Placer County violations
may be reported to (530)
448-8003 or via their
website: hostcompliance.
com/tips. Nevada County
and Truckee violations
may be reported to TOT@
townoftruckee.com.

SUDOKU

CROSSWORD

We have a very successful
@airbnb “mother-in-law” unit
that we have blocked out as
we don’t want anyone else
coming into our neighborhood from elsewhere. And
while that makes it harder
for me to pay my mortgage
… it’s the right thing to do
in these times. And yet there
is another STR across the
street through which other
renters are coming and going
all week. This concerns me.
Profit should not come at
the expense of public health.
Thanks for the story @moonshineink. #dontvisittruckee

~ Jeremiah Schwartz,
Truckee, via Instagram

Good Deeds During
Hard Times

~ Court Leve has been living
in California since the mid
’90s and is now a full-time
Truckee resident of nearly two
decades. Court works as a
freelance photographer and
has traveled the world for a
wide variety of clients.

SOLUTIONS TO
P U Z Z L E PA G E , P. 4 6

No Profit at Public
Health’s Expense

Most of the time people make
jokes or unpleasant remarks
about lawyers. But I was
moved to tears this week by
the generosity of my lawyers’
team. Due to the coronavirus
and the consequent shut
down of my place of work
(I am a full time massage
therapist in Truckee), I was
forced to make the difficult
call to companies that I owed
money, to ask them to allow
me to delay or reduce my
payments since I am out of
work for an unspecified time.
One such company is my
lawyer[s] Michael Graham
[and Rich Molsby], at
MOBO law firm. Mr. Graham
had recently rewritten our
will and trust. If you have
ever completed a will you will
know it is not inexpensive.
We set up a payment plan,
and we were nearing paying
it off.
When MOBO law firm
heard of our financial
difficulty during this coronavirus quarantine, instead of
postponing my payments they
FORGAVE the remaining
balance due. WHAT LAW
TEAM DOES THIS??
I will tell you who! A
LOCAL law team that loves

TAHOE/TRUCKEE INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
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and cares about its community members and individuals
like me. Not every debt can
be forgiven or erased. But
every act of kindness will
NEVER be forgotten.
I am overwhelmed with
gratitude.

~ Norma Jean Bowers,
Truckee, via letter

at a discounted rate or for
free to nurses and doctors in
order to decrease exposure
for their family members or
roommates.

~ Katie Kuber, via Instagram
In response to The
Cunning Coyote
One can feel Eve’s love of
nature in her writing.

In response to online
exclusive Short-Term
Rentals Must Close

~ Annie Hoffman, via
Facebook

Respect the STR Mandate
I would hope that they would
not need to dedicate staff
to enforce this mandate. I
hope people are honest and
responsible enough to realize
there is a very important
reason this decision was made
and respect the mandate.
Temporary housing for
medical staff treating COVID
patients is an alternative use
for those spaces that could
be really beneficial during
this period. I have heard
of such situations where
solitary housing was offered

In response to Tahoe/
Truckee Coronavirus Live
Updates and our online
coronavirus coverage

The Newspaper Nextdoor
Keep the free flow of info
coming, so grateful to have
you in our community. It
feels like some #truckee
community leaders want
to keep things quiet, afraid
of being human and lacks
transparenc[y] even before
this virus. So you are extra
needed!

In response to online
exclusive California Calls
for School Closures Rest
of 2019/20; TTUSD Follows Suit a Day Later

TTUSD Was Too Quick to
Close Schools

~ @CIOscarr, via Twitter

Have a thought?
We want to know what you think
of our coverage of local news,
mountain life, arts and culture, and
more. We’d also love feedback
on our breaking coronavirus
coverage, Membership campaign,
community outreach and events,
or any topic you care about in
the community. Send letters to
editors@moonshineink.com to see
your name and thoughts in print!

Completely ridiculous
decision. We have less than
10k cases in a state with 40
million people. We have no
idea how many cases there
will be in 30 days. What are
we gonna hide in our living
rooms til every last case is
resolved?

~ Chris Edwards,
Carnelian Bay, via Instagram

All Hands On Deck to
Save the Ink

deciding to purchase a home

Already sustaining and paying
for an additional subscription, but geeze … Sure want
[the] Ink to survive this …
somehow. All hands on deck
I figure. Btw, [the] Ink was
fundamentally helpful in

thoughtfully cover help us to

there and all the issues you so
feel a part of the community
whether we are there are not,
which we aren’t currently.
Again, thanks for all you do.

~ Jack Detling, via letter

Watch for our Take-Out
Easter Brunch Special

Historic Hilltop
Overlooking
Downtown Truckee

TA K E - O U T T U E - S U N 4 : 3 0 -7: 3 0
S E E M E N U O N C O T T O N W O O D R E S TA U R A N T. C O M

A Center for Wellness in Truckee

Yoga + Acupuncture + Massage
Osteopathic Medicine + Nutrition

Let us help you on your path to wellness
Holistic Primary Care, TeleHealth &
Prolotherapy for injuries & illness
50% off Gift Certificates for
Acupuncture with Veronica
$25 Online Nutrition Consultations
Online Yoga Classes:

www.namastetruckee.com

READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

Free ~ $5 ~ $10

ONLINE ORDERING ON OUR MENU PAGE
During the Coronavirus shutdown, our
take-out menu is discounted at around 25%
Bottled wine and beer are discounted 40%
Specials will change weekly and now feature
Butcher’s Feast Family Meals that feed 4 to 6, with your
choice of either pork chops, venison chops, roast chicken,
or vegetarian meatloaf, each served with a healthy portion
of mashed potatoes and the vegetable of the day.
Also offering:
Select grocery items, all available with curbside pickup.

CottonwoodRestaurant.com

(530) 587-5711

10142 Rue Hilltop Rd., Truckee, CA 96161

MOONSHINEINK.COM
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Call to place
your order
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OPINION

Seeing is Believing
Making our play for transparency

BY THE MOONSHINE INK
EDITORIAL BOARD

In a break from the norm, we have
decided to publish our opinion as a team.
April 11 marked the date the U.S.
COVID-19 death toll surpassed that
of Italy, once thought to be the epicenter of the outbreak. With this news,
the suspicion that America’s response
to the novel coronavirus has been
lacking was confirmed. The virus, with
its longer incubation period and silent
contagion, has effectively exposed
our country’s weak spots, such as the
federal government’s dismantling of
our pandemic unit in 2018. The time
is now to identify any further weak
spots and deal with them head-on. In
our rural community, the Moonshine
Ink team believes we need to lift the
veil of secrecy that some public health
officials have refused to move.
We know Tahoe/Truckee has been
identified as a potential “hotspot” in
California (it’s debatable, see Tahoe
Peak or Plateau? on moonshineink.
com), yet information on testing and
disease transmission has been hard
to come by. So has reporting directly
from the frontline.
The best way to combat an uncontrollably spiking death toll is to spread real
information, not germs. As the novel
coronavirus’s effects rocket around the
world and through our lives, we are in
fast-track learning mode.
Moonshine Ink’s team pivoted to breaking news and as we’ve done so we’ve
been running into barriers around key
information. Local officials have cited
patient confidentiality as a reason to
keep data, as well as access to the
frontline, under wraps. Thus, our
community remains in the dark.

arsenal is rendered null and void.
Hence why we have extensive ‘stay at
home’ orders.)
With case numbers and global trends
changing by the minute rather than
by the day, each hour is as important
as the last. We need to know as much
detail about each case’s location,
severity, and likely path of travel, and
time is of the essence. Our community
needs to know the reality; how many
people are infected, what’s happening
in our hospitals, are enough of us
being tested, and will we have enough
beds, ventilators, and space to treat
severe cases when our region reaches
peak case count?
We’ve been working to compile a
complete database of cases in our coverage area and have reached out to each
entity in turn. After repeated attempts,
we have not yet received the full data.
The standard for sharing data has
been uneven. In the beginning,
Washoe County, which carries the
highest number of cases in our coverage area, shared gender and age of the
patient for each positive identified. As
greater numbers are being announced
every day, those details, along with the
method of assumed transmission (via
international travel, domestic travel,
or within the local community) and
status of each patient have disappeared. We’ve reached out, assuming
that with dozens of cases a day and
11 deaths reported as of press time,
they had the information but weren’t
sharing it for efficiency’s sake. But
apparently, the county prefers not to
share the data, as it’s yet to arrive.

Singapore and South Korea contained disease transmission in part
by campaigns to inform the public
about positive cases and where these
patients traveled. In a word, these
countries have experienced success
in fighting the spread of the virus by
being transparent.

Until the beginning of April, Placer
County’s COVID-specific page
updated case totals fairly regularly (it is
of note that they stopped sending press
release updates early on), but didn’t
show much more than limited regional
and demographic breakdowns. Washoe,
Placer, and El Dorado counties are
now displaying on their respective websites how many patients have required
hospitalization (with Placer specifying
ICU-dependent patients).

(It bears mentioning that the larger
part of their effective strategies was
aggressive testing. Our country,
caught up some kind of creek without
a paddle, has nowhere near the
testing capacity, thus that tool in the

Positive case identification is one metric to determine the disease’s spread.
Testing totals provide another. Nevada
County’s dashboard was the first to
show case counts by date, but they
have yet to add any testing information.
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The Tahoe Forest Health System has
made it clear that it considers testing
totals not public information. Placer
and El Dorado counties are currently
the only two of our coverage counties
disclosing testing totals (rather than just
positives). This information is vital in
understanding how widespread the virus
is at a given point.
Today, Placer County has vastly
improved the presentation of and
access to their data, providing a public
dashboard that goes well beyond
those of other local governments.
We would like to see more details
about the specific local movement of
COVID-positive individuals, as well as
assumed or confirmed transmissions,
but we appreciate the improvement.
Their tool as of press time breaks
down the locations of infected parties, testing totals (including negative
and pending results), demographics
of infected persons, and day-by-day
breakdowns of new cases. We encourage Placer to continue to expand and
innovate ways to make more information accessible, and for other local
entities to take note.
When we learned that Nevada
County’s first confirmed COVID-19
case was likely contracted when traveling, we asked which countries, or even
just continents, the patient had been
to, but were told that information is
confidential due to privacy issues.

often under the umbrella of HIPAA,
the Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act passed by
Congress in 1996, is commonplace.
Yet HIPAA doesn’t limit journalists talking to healthcare workers
or getting data that is scrubbed of
identification info. Moreover the
public needs to see and feel the reality
of what’s going on in our hospitals
(always with social distancing and
safety in mind, of course). Tahoe
Forest Health System has a pre-existing policy against media photography
inside, which has been tightened and
expanded during the pandemic.
Our editorial team has been in constant
communication with the officials
responding to this pandemic. We want
to thank these contacts genuinely for
their unending work to combat COVID19 and their aid in our reporting efforts.
At the same time, it is our job to call for
transparency in government.
The free press was established by our
country’s founders to be the watchdog
of government. It was by intention
that this “fourth estate” was placed
outside the corridors of power so that
it could act as an independent check.
But in order to double- and triplecheck the statements and numbers put
forward by the frontline institutions,
we need full access. The Freedom of
Information Act normally provides an
avenue to enforce public information to
be shared, but the agency has ground
to a halt in the face of the pandemic.
There’s an urgency for the transparency
we’re asking for. We believe people are
far more likely to respond to government
orders when armed with all the information and reporting to understand the
threat they’re staying home to fight.
We understand the difficult balance
between public disclosure and not
inciting panic.

TRUCKEE LOVE: The first (and as of press
time, only) COVID-19 positive patient at Tahoe
Forest Hospital to receive breathing assistance
from a ventilator. He wrote this message of
hope on a piece of paper while on heavy
medication and incomplete consciousness, held
up by a medical professional. Courtesy photo

To resist sharing information or providing access to healthcare facilities, the
invocation of patient confidentiality,

But to fight the virus, we need an
army of informed and engaged
citizens. Join us in asking the public
health departments and hospitals
to share details about cases, where
transmission clusters have been found,
and to do so expeditiously. Demand
they give frontline access to our local
media, an essential business as defined
by the federal government, so we can
report firsthand. Join our quest for
transparency.
TAHOE/TRUCKEE INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER

MOONSHINE INK MEMBERS

Support Our Pivot to Breaking News
A reader commented to us
that until recently, he didn’t
look to us for breaking news
reporting. He was absolutely
right: That’s never been
Moonshine’s modus operandi.
But when we were all hurled
into the new reality ruled by
this novel crowned virus, we
stepped up to the plate.
In the short time since the
disease made its presence
known in our region, we’ve
moved in real-time. The
team developed a dedicated
coronavirus landing page
(moonshineink.com/
coronavirus), tracked every
milestone in a live updates
page, and produced 10
in-depth news reports, as
well as a sundry of other
COVID-19 coverage.

All done with a tiny staff.
“Editors of community
newspapers, an often
overlooked but critically
important element of the
U.S. media ecosystem, are
frontline responders in the
coronavirus crisis,” recently
wrote the Poynter Institute,
a renowned school for
journalists, in an article that
also mentions Moonshine
Ink’s quest for transparency
(see opposite page).
Our newspaper has always
been about community
first, journalism second,
and business third. During
a tumultuous time like this,
these priorities seem in
the right order. As many
businesses have done, we

are innovating as we go.
In addition to the regular
story-type coverage, we’ve
partnered with KTKE, our
local radio station, to bring
Moonshine Minutes news
reports to the airwaves and
we’ve convened the community on pivotal conference
calls about key present-day
issues.
We’ve seen enthusiastic support for our metamorphosis.
But we ardently need your
help to keep going. If you’d
like to see continued local
coverage of the coronavirus,
if you find value in quality local news, and if you
believe that our democracy
needs fortifying, become a
member of Moonshine Ink.

WARRIOR

SUSTAINER

$600+ annually

$120+ annually

Roxanne Duffield
Mike and Pam
English
Geoffrey Griffin
Stefanie Olivieri
Pomin’s Tahoe Hot
Tubs
Steve Teshara
Michael
Witherspoon
Lois Zell

Doug & Pat Allen
Eddy Ancinas
Elizabeth Archer
Eve & Roger Auch
Maxwell L. Bailey
Ellie Beals
Virginia Boucher
Barbara Boyce
Beth Bradford
Kim Bradley
Karen Bradshaw
Anonymous Donor
Lucila Bratt
Melissa Brendt
Laura Brown
David Bunker
Coralie Burgess
Dale & Joan Bush
Scott Cadagan
Valeria & George
Cano
Jen Carlile
Jamie Casey
Mitch Clarin
Michele Coleman
Peter Crosby
Mary & Paul Cushing
Colleen Dalton
Gayle Dana
Anonymous Donor
Jack & Lynda Detling
Drew Deurlington
Bret Dezordo
Seana Doherty
Brian & Joy Doyle
Sara Dube
Ingrid Eccles
Tom & Deb
Echenique
Jen Ellermeyer
Lois Ermak
Vivian Euzent
David Fenimore

GUARDIAN
$300+ annually
Walter Auerbach
Sierra College
Ruth Cross
Gary Davis
Kathleen Eagan &
James Duffy
Jessie Eastman
Anonymous Donor
Gretchen Corbin KC
Seymour
Anonymous Donor
Lisa Laliotis
Laurel Lippert
Cedar Glen Lodge
Jeff Loux
Anonymous Donor
Clay/Lori Richey
Andrew Ryan
Chris Ryman
Jeanette & Andrew
Terry
Nelson & Edna Van
Gundy
Kimberly Warren
Tom Watson
Jennifer Wayman
Jan & Louise
Zabriskie

Christa Finn
Julia FlahertyLawrence
Wendy Floersch
Patrick Flora
Kay Fox
Chris Gallagher
Rolf Godon
Mike Gorman
Timea & Scott Griset
Ron Grove
Ruth Hall
Emily & Dean
Headley
Judy Hemingway
Ralph Hendrix
Kathy Hess-Slocum
John Hillstrom
Pam & Tom Hobday
Kendra Hoeft
Ellen & Donald Hyatt
Sue Rae Irelan
Rene Kaldunski
Otis & Virginia Kantz
Jack Kashtan
Dan Kates
Charles Kellermyer
Kathy King
Anna Klovstad
Jennifer Knox
Lis Korb Larson
Jon Krauss
Arden Kremer
Gaylan & Lynne
Larson
Laurel & Tom Lippert
Susi Lippuner
Anonymous Donor
Kerry Loux
Andre Luthard
Laura Mader
Anonymous Donor
Kathlee Martin
Julie & Dave MaurerSchotzko
Anonymous Donor

Robert & Brady
McClintock
Lettie M. Miller
Dennis Moore
Elena Nyhan
Steve & Sally Osborn
Heather Payne
Anonymous Donor
Wayne Poulsen
Anonymous Donor
Anonymous Donor
John Radebold
Leighton Raynor
Anonymous Donor
Jose Rivero
Katherine & Neil
Rodriguez
Mike Rogers
David Rothman
Laura & Mike Ryan
M.C. Sabarese
Sage Sauerbrey
Andrea Schaffer
Jennifer Schaller
Kurt Schmitz
Wendy Shelton
Laurel Spivock
Anonymous Donor
Alex Stodtmeister
Molly Stuart
Arthur Takaki & Brita
Tryggvi
William Thauvette
Ed & Janet Thorp
Katharina Tonett
Michael Turner
Rich Valentine
Kenneth & Lynne
Weakley
Linda Welch
Laura Whittall
Carol Wilson
Laurie Woods
Bonnie Zellers
William & Diane
Zuendt

A Message from TRPA
Thank you to everyone working in healthcare, grocery
stores, public safety, and other vital service industries to
keep us safe. By working together, we will survive the
COVID-19 crisis.
TRPA has gone virtual with online permit processes.
Schedule a call with a TRPA planner or visit our web site
for more information:

www.trpa.org • (775) 588-4547

celebrating 50 years protecting lake tahoe
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Back to the Basics: What You Need to Know
About the Novel Coronavirus
BY ALEX HOEFT AND BECCA LOUX | Moonshine Ink

T

he novel coronavirus that
has caused a worldwide
pandemic has likewise made
a rapid and dramatic impact
on the Truckee/North Tahoe
region. First came one voluntary closure and cancellation
after another, then California
Gov. Gavin Newsom’s ‘stay

1

is based on the Centers for
Disease Control and the
World Health Organization
unless otherwise noted.
The source of the coronavirus is unknown. Current
evidence points to an animalbased origin, likely a bat.

Meet Jane Doe, a resident of Truckee.
Unbeknownst to Jane, a recent trip to the
gas station resulted in her acquiring the
novel coronavirus by touching a metal
surface, where the virus had lived for
two days after contact with a host, and
becoming infected. Though Jane does
her best to practice social distancing
measures and abide by the ‘stay at home’
directive, she still manages to spread the
disease in the coming days before she
realizes her symptoms are more than the
allergies she thought they were.

at home’ directive and the
closure of nonessential
businesses rocked the area,
pulling people from their
workplaces and sidewalks to
within their living quarters.
But rewind to before the
effects began trickling into
Tahoe, and there was a
beginning. Here, we go back
to the basics of the novel
coronavirus: How did it start?
How does it spread? And
what happens if you survive
one round, but are reinfected? Information shared

The first known human cases
of COVID-19 were identified
in Wuhan, China in December
2019. Again, it’s unclear how
exactly humans were infected
by the coronavirus, but experts
are comparing the virus,
more specifically known as
SARS-CoV-2, to the SARS 2003
outbreak. Like the speculated
bat origin of the novel coronavirus in humans, that outbreak
began with the virus jumping
from an animal reservoir to
humans, then human to human
from there. Until a source is
confirmed, reintroduction of

During a trip to the grocery store on a Monday morning, Jane
left her grocery cart parked against a curb after storing her
food in the back of her car. While shopping, Jane touched her
face frequently while pushing the cart around (turns out, we all
do it all the time). The next person who uses the cart ends up
becoming infected with COVID-19.

2
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the virus is an ongoing risk, and
outbreaks could continue.

and two to eight hours on
aluminum.

According to NPR, Li Wenliang,
an opthamologist in Wuhan,
warned Chinese authorities
of the emerging coronavirus’
danger early on and was
reprimanded. Wenliang died in
early February after contracting
COVID-19, and authorities
posthumously apologized to
his family for their actions.

According to the National
Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases (NIAID),
the coronavirus is also “detectable in aerosols for up to
three hours, up to four hours
on copper, up to 24 hours on
cardboard, and up to two to
three days on plastic and stainless steel.” Recommendations
are for people to frequently
clean and disinfect oft-touched
surfaces every day, including
countertops, doorknobs, and
phones.

that 12.6% of patients studied
likely acquired the virus in a
similar way. Most people who
contract COVID-19 will only
experience mild symptoms.
It’s currently understood by
the World Health Organization
that one infected individual
can infect between 2 and 2.5
people — a higher reproductive number than for influenza.

Masks are more useful than
COVID-19 spreads person
originally thought. Though
to person. If you have the
some experts touted masks as
disease, you are able to
objects to use only if you are
spread it to those you come
caring for someone who is sick
in contact with through small
or are coughing or sneezing,
droplets from your nose or
And person to person?
mindsets about mask effectivemouth. When you cough,
How sick does one have
ness have shifted in response
sneeze, or even exhale, these
to be to spread the virus?
to the aforementioned new
respiratory droplets land on
It is possible to catch the
study about presymptomatic
different surfaces. Others
disease from someone who
transmissions. The CDC (as
who touch those
surfaces and then
In an attempt to spend time out in nature, Jane went for a short hike with
touch their eyes,
her dog around the Martis Creek Wildlife Area two days later, on Wednesday
nose, or mouth
afternoon. At one point, another dog came over to say hi. When the other
can catch COVIDdog’s owners come to retrieve their dog, they chatted with Jane for a few
19. It’s also
minutes in close proximity (within 6 feet). Jane sneezed, but mentioned she’s
possible, though
experiencing allergies and the couple shouldn’t worry. The two owners of the
not quite as likely,
other dog become infected after inhaling her airborne respiratory droplets.
studies state,
for someone to
breathe in the
droplets from an
infected person;
hence, the current
recommendations
to keep 6 feet
of separation
between people.
The WHO stated,
3
“Studies to date
suggest that the
virus that causes
COVID-19 is mainly transmitonly has mild symptoms or is
well as Placer County) now
ted through contact with
even asymptomatic (see our
recommends wearing cloth to
respiratory droplets rather than
Jane Doe infographic), and
cover your face while in public
through the air.”
experts recently confirmed
settings.
that transmission of the virus
The virus can survive on a
can happen before symptoms
There’s a range of COVIDvariety of surfaces for a few
are apparent, up to three days
19 symptoms, the most
hours up to several days. CDCbefore the onset. The study,
common being a fever,
and FDA-provided materials
performed in Singapore,
tiredness, and a dry cough.
state that the coronavirus can
found that 6.4% of the cases
Additional symptoms could
live for five days on metal and
they reviewed were attributed
be aches and pains, nasal
ceramic objects and surfaces,
to presymptomatic transmiscongestion, a runny nose,
up to five days on glass or
sion of COVID-19. A similar
sore throat, or diarrhea. It’s
paper, four days on wood,
examination in China found
been recommended by some
TAHOE/TRUCKEE INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
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The Institute for Health Metrics and
Evaluation projects peak amounts of
COVID-19 cases state-by-state based
on forecasts from local and national
government, hospital networks, the
American Hospital Association, the
WHO, and other sources. California is
projected to peak in resources used
on April 13; Nevada, on April 17. Peak
resource use for the entire United
States was expected on April 11. (These
assumptions are based on full compliance with social distancing efforts.)
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The good Samaritan that she is, Jane has been delivering groceries and supplies
to three senior couples living in Kings Beach who are extra cautious about leaving their homes. Despite her efforts to use hand sanitizer and wash her hands
often and thoroughly, on Thursday morning she unknowingly passes the disease
on to two of these couples when transferring goods; a small cough here, a runny
nose there.

to add anosmia, the loss of sense of
smell, and ageusia, a diminished sense
of taste, to the list of symptoms.
Some people may become infected
and not develop any symptoms or
feel unwell, and roughly 80% of those
with the disease won’t need any
special treatment. The WHO notes
that about 1 out of every 6 people
with COVID-19 will become seriously
ill and develop difficulty breathing.
This is where ventilators are needed,
as they mechanically assist those who
are unable to breathe on their own
and help suppress the amount of
mucus in the windpipe. People with
underlying health conditions (high
blood pressure, heart problems, or
diabetes) are more likely to develop a
serious illness.
Rumors of the use of ibuprofen
worsening the disease were put to
bed by the WHO, which does not
advise against the use of ibuprofen
at this time.

If you are infected with COVID-19
and recover, can you be reinfected?
In an interview with The Daily Show
host Trevor Noah, Fauci explained
that though it’s not confirmed
because studies haven’t been done
yet, he’s pretty certain that those who
recover from the disease won’t get it
again.
“I feel really confident that if this
virus acts like every other virus that
we know,” Fauci said, “once you
get infected, get better, clear the
virus, that you’ll have immunity that
will protect you from reinfection. It’s
never 100%, but I’d be willing to bet
anything that people who recover are
really protected against reinfection.”
The spread is shifting.
Worldwide hotspots for the disease
have been Italy, Spain, Germany, and
China. The United States, however,
has surpassed all of these countries in
number of total cases.

Jane is all about supporting local businesses during this time, and decides
to order takeout from her favorite restaurant in Tahoe City Friday evening for
dinner. Though she’s quick to enter and leave the establishment, she gives a
small cough before she swipes her credit card, using her hand holding the card
to block the cough, then enters her zip code and digitally signs for her food
at the cash register with her finger. The person working the register, and three
customers after Jane become infected with COVID-19.

A Propublica article breaks down
different COVID-19-themed hospital
scenarios, tracking how overwhelmed
hospital regions would be based
on whether x-percent of adults
were infected with the disease
over certain periods of time. For
the Reno, Nevada region, which
automatically filters in Truckee/North
Tahoe locations, during a moderate scenario of 40% of the adult
population contracting COVID-19
over one year, hospitals would need
to expand capacity. Reno hospitals,
the article furthers, would receive
approximately 50,900 infected
patients, requiring 1,700 beds (based
on an estimated 8% of the population requiring hospitalization) over 12
months — 2.6 times available beds
during that period. These projections
are based on 2018 numbers.
According to the annual report
put out by the American Hospital
Association, as of 2018 the U.S. had
924,107 total staffed hospital beds,
at a total of 6,146 hospitals.
Coronavirus vs. COVID-19
(per the AP Stylebook):
Yes, we know that person who
keeps saying “COVID-19” instead
of “coronavirus” sounds annoying,
but they could actually be right …
or very, very wrong. Or at least, not
specific enough to this particular
pandemic; turns out, our current
coronavirus has a large family. Here’s
the skinny:
• Coronavirus: A family of viruses
named for the crown-shaped spikes
on their surfaces. These viruses can
cause anything from the common
cold to SARS, MERS, or our latest
enemy, COVID-19.
• COVID-19, or coronavirus disease
2019: This disease is caused by a
virus known as SARS-CoV-2.
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To reiterate, COVID-19 is the
disease; the coronavirus is the virus.
MOONSHINEINK.COM

Let’s Get Local:
Our region, with its rugged mountains,
smooth slopes of white, skyscraper
pines, and crystal clear blue lakes, has
not always been known to be jurisdictionally simple. Tahoe itself spans two
states with very different histories and
governing styles, and Moonshine’s
coverage area ranges four counties.
In the time of COVID-19, when we’re
shuttered in our houses and our
tourism-based economy is hemorrhaging money, knowing what agency or
government entity is in charge of what
is not getting any easier.
For the most accurate and up-to-date
information about the spread of the
coronavirus locally, each county’s
public health department is the lead
agency overseeing new restrictions and
providing information to the public as it
comes in from the CDC and the WHO.
Visit your county’s website for the latest
information:
• El Dorado County: edcgov.
us/Government/hhsa/Pages/
EDCCOVID-19.aspx
• Nevada County: mynevadacounty.
com/coronavirus
• Placer County: placer.ca.gov/6367/
Novel-Coronavirus-COVID-19
• Washoe County: covid19washoe.com
The Tahoe Forest Health System is
the primary hospital system in the
area, and we connected with CEO
Harry Weis about what to do locally if
you or someone you know may have
symptoms of COVID-19. His response:
Call the hospital’s hotline seven days a
week, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., at (530) 5823450. If you’re experiencing shortness
of breath, fever, cough, or other severe
symptoms after hours, he said to go to
the emergency department.
The drive-through testing facility that
TFHS might recommend you utilize
if you experience certain symptoms
of COVID-19 is by referral only. The
testing process involves a swab from
the nostril, which, Weis said, will
provide results from the testing labs
they partner with in “approximately
four to seven days,” (though personal
testimony has been that it sometimes
takes longer).
Remember, it’s our local medical
warriors that stand between a major
catastrophe and a crisis we can handle
and get back on our feet. Tahoe Forest
See BACK
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Eleven people in the Truckee/
North Tahoe community
are infected with COVID-19
through various interactions
with Jane Doe over the
course of five days. With
the reproduction number
(the number of secondary
infections) between 2 and
2.5, those 11 people may go
on to unknowingly infect an
additional 22 to 27.5 people,
and so on.
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Health System shared that
11 out of the system’s 1,050
employees have tested
positive for COVID-19, and
are home self-isolating.
Weis explained in an interview with Truckee Tahoe
Radio that the hospital
screens employees each day
and asks illness questions.
If someone is ill, they’re

Sunrise doesn't
last all morning.
A cloud burst doesn't
last all day.
115 Grove St., Tahoe City CA 530-583-8551
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required to go home. Based
on what other countries are
seeing, Weis said as much
as 15% of a total population
infected could be healthcare
workers.
Capacity-wise, Weis said
TFHS has surge capacity
up to 44 beds, with 12
ventilators.

“We have an amazing team
who loves this region!” Weis
said of his staff. “They are
holding up well. We are
working hard to keep all
team members safe.”

Illustration conglomeration by
Sarah Miller/Moonshineink
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The Month That’s Lasted a Year, In Review
Moonshine breaks into breaking news with COVID-19
BY ALEX HOEFT AND BECCA LOUX | Moonshine Ink

In the first days of March, we were solidly lulled into a false spring, with the entirety of February
being sunny, nearly tank-top weather. We were gravely unaware of both the massive snowstorm
and emerging pandemic that were about to flip our world upside down.
We went from hearing about “the novel coronavirus” in the background — murmurs of it crossing
Chinese borders, then slightly louder cries of it hitting Europe, then the shouts of it hitting Seattle
and New York, then suddenly, our lives changed.
In the space of a week, we went from praying for snow to wondering whether all our local businesses would reopen. We shoveled. Schools were shut down. We shoveled. Grocery stores were
emptied. We shoveled. In the midst of the best snow of the season, resorts closed, one by one.
California Gov. Gavin Newsom issued a statewide order for people to stay home. It was unlike
anything we’ve ever seen.
Now weeks in, we are just beginning to understand the situation. It’s profound. It’s unfathomable.
But here’s the deal: It’s here.
We’re also learning how truly connected Tahoe/Truckee is. For a relatively small hamlet, resources
have collaborated swiftly and effectively.

HALT! Guarded entry to New Moon Natural Foods. Photo by Wade Snider/
Moonshine Ink

Dedicated to the community, Moonshine has been actively covering the situation. We took to our
website and started covering the key issues: the need for food and hospital readiness. We moved
into what it meant to stay at home, then concerns over visitors and STRs. We have been tracking
diligently the virus’ spread in Tahoe/Truckee. And we will continue to follow the coronavirus as its
effects continue to plague our home. Here are highlights from our online coverage. You can check
out these and other full stories at moonshineink.com/coronavirus. Email editors@moonshineink.
com with comments/suggestions/encouragement.

Tahoe/Truckee Coronavirus Live Updates
Published: Ongoing
We add daily to our time-stamped minute-to-minute rolling live updates, which outlines the nuts and bolts of
local agencies as the outbreak escalates. We update you there when one of our coverage counties (Nevada,
Placer, and Washoe, now expanding to include El Dorado) announces new cases of a positive test for COVID19; deaths from the disease; government directives; hospital testing and other announcements; and closures,
cancellations, and other community impacts. Our latest project, soon to be added to these rolling updates,
is an embedded chart showing detailed information (as we’ve been able to gain access to) about each of the
positive test cases in our coverage counties. Stay tuned.
Bonus: We’re on the radio! Tune in to KTKE, Truckee Tahoe Radio on 101.5, to hear our latest coverage
and updates, most mornings at 7, 8, and 9 a.m.

Where to Get Takeout Food in the Age of Coronavirus
Published: Ongoing
Check out our growing roundup of area eateries and restaurants and see who’s offering takeout and/
or delivery. Our list includes your favorite restaurant spots in Carnelian Bay, Incline Village, Kings
Beach, Squaw Valley, Tahoe City, and Truckee, as well as neighborhood grocery stores.
To add your business to the list, email juliana@moonshineink.com. Note that offerings are subject to
change at any time.
CHANGE IN OPERATION: Save Mart, pictured, is joining with other area grocery stores to adjust operating hours so as to
allow extra time for restocking shelves. Photo by Wade Snider/Moonshine Ink
See ONLINE
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.
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Tahoe Peak or Plateau?
Published: April 10
First Washington state peaked, and now New York is seeing a flattening in cases. But as national
media offers hopeful headlines about these two states, the rest of the country has yet to reach
their likely peak, including our corner of California, with Tahoe/Truckee earmarked by some as a
potential “hotbed.”
However, Tahoe Forest Health System CEO Harry Weis pointed out that recent fears over this area
as a hotspot are based on the initial weeks of the pandemic, and said we could see a “cooling off”
in cases. Dr. Aimee Sisson, Placer County’s public health officer, is still considering the potential for
a Tahoe-area spike.
Meanwhile, residents are being affected on the ground: we spoke anonymously with the family of
TFHS’s first patient in need of a ventilator in the ICU.

SURGE PROTECTOR: Truckee numbers were pointing to seven to 10 times higher rates of COVID-19-infected cases than the rest of California for this week, although Tahoe Forest Health System
CEO Harry Weis told Moonshine he thinks the region can beat it. Regardless, TFHS and local counties are planning ahead. Photo by Wade Snider/Moonshine Ink

California Calls for School Closures Rest of
2019/20; TTUSD Follows Suit a Day Later
Published: April 2
The Tahoe Truckee Unified School District has decided to
extend distance learning efforts through the end of the
2019/20 school year, per the governor’s statewide recommendation to close schools to mitigate the spread of
COVID-19.
In a letter to district parents, superintendent Dr. Robert
Leri wrote, “In the coming weeks, we will provide more
information regarding how grades, graduation, transcripts,
scholarships, and summer school will be handled.”
TTUSD’s decision was made in unison with all Placer County
public schools, in accordance with advice from the county’s
health officials.
SCHOOL’S OUT: The Tahoe Truckee Unified School District has announced that schools will be closed for the remainder of the 2019/20 school year. Educators and students will continue to follow
the newly instituted distance learning model. Photo by Juliana Demarest/Moonshine Ink
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Short-Term Rentals Must Close
Published: March 25
As the pandemic spread, visitors flooding into the Tahoe/Truckee area became a growing concern. To
stem one access point, Placer and Nevada counties, along with the Town of Truckee, made it clear that
during the coronavirus pandemic, the region was saying no to STR rentals.
“Short-term rentals that are used for commercial purposes are not considered part of critical infrastructure
under the governor’s order,” said Placer County health officer Dr. Aimee Sisson in a statement. “Short-term
rentals may only continue to operate for extremely limited purposes as outlined.”
Those limited purposes include housing for essential workers, but as district 5 county supervisor Cindy
Gustafson pointed out to Moonshine in an email, that can get complicated.
“We did receive a call from the [Sierra] Community House yesterday — sometimes they use short-term
rentals for safe haven[s] for individuals and families escaping domestic violence,” Gustafson wrote. “I
received an email from [an] STR owner who had rented to an individual who was in town to assist their
88-year-old mother who is a verified local resident. I also received an email from [an] STR owner who was renting to a local family that needed to move because they
had closed escrow selling their home.”
Nonetheless, Gustafson, as well as Truckee town attorney Andrew Morris and the Placer County sheriff’s department, have made it clear that noncompliance of the ban
on STR rentals can lead to a misdemeanor citation.
Cheri Sugal, who started a popular petition in eastern Placer County for a coronavirus-inspired temporary STR ban, can’t see why anyone wouldn’t comply. “I can tell
you as someone who has a short-term rental up here,” she said, “if they were to tell me that I would permanently lose my STR permit, that I would never be able to rent
again if I got caught renting right now to someone who’s a nonessential worker … that would be a no-brainer for me: I would immediately take it off [the market].”

Do Not Visit Tahoe/Truckee
Published: March 23
Ski resorts are all closed, tourism-based organizations are encouraging people to stay away,
and there are far fewer cars on the road. For an economy based on snow tourism, COVID-19
impacts are devastating; yet STRs are still open for business; and there’s an influx of crowds into
the backcountry.
Jeffrey Hentz, North Lake Tahoe Resort Association CEO, summed it up: “... with 70-pluspercent of our resorts and properties closed … we’re going to go from solid numbers to horrific
numbers.” While quarter one financial numbers should hold up relatively well, he said “it’s April,
May, and June that could look like no other quarter in the history of our region.”
From the resorts, folks head to the backcountry, where Steve Reynaud, an avalanche forecaster
with the Sierra Avalanche Center, said they’ve been seeing holiday-level numbers of people.
SOCIALLY DISTANCING: With local ski resorts closed, passholders and
nonpassholders alike are finding different ways to recreate in the winter. Tahoe
Meadows was lined with cars on a recent Sunday morning, full of people
snowshoeing, cross-country skiing, snowmobiling, and sledding. Photo by Alex
Hoeft/Moonshine Ink

“If you go out, be prepared to handle things with your own group,” he said. “We would like to
push that everybody should hopefully use the avalanche forecast on a daily basis, no matter if
they’re snowshoeing or backcountry skiing or cross-country skiing … definitely use the product.”

What Does Newsom’s ‘Stay at Home’ Mean in Tahoe?
Published: March 20
Should I stay or should I … stay? California Gov. Gavin Newsom’s mandate
for people to stay home is in effect locally, with Truckee police and the
Placer sheriff’s office reminding people to remain at home as much as
possible.
“The point is not to take anyone to jail over this if they’re not listening to
the directive or to the order,” said Angela Mussallam, Placer County Sheriff’s
Office PIO. “The point is, we want people to know we’re all in this together.
This is a time for us to come together and unify as one and we’re strongly
urging the community to please heed these recommendations and the
governor’s order. We want to work together quickly to get through this.”
GONE ISOLATIN’: Local nonessential businesses shutter after California Gov. Gavin
Newsom’s statewide mandate to stay at home. Photo by Wade Snider/Moonshine Ink
See p. 18 ONLINE
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WINTER GREENS DELIVERY BRINGS THE FINESTGROWN LEGAL CANNABIS RIGHT TO YOUR DOOR!
Browse our website to learn more or submit your order today.
FIRST
CUSTO -TIME
MERS
GET

10 %

THEIR

OFF

ORDER

S!

wintergreensdelivery.com
(530) 562 - 7017 orders@wintergreensdelivery.com
THE BEGINNING: Mayor David Polivy said in a statement that Nevada County’s first case of COVID-19 is in Truckee.
Photo by Wade Snider/Moonshine Ink

First Confirmed COVID-19 Case in Truckee
Published: March 16
Nevada County’s first positive test result for COVID-19 happened to be for a Truckee resident.
Mayor David Polivy, Tahoe Forest Health System CEO Harry Weis, and a Nevada County representative spoke to Moonshine Ink on how the virus was found and next steps for the community
at large.
The patient self-reported symptoms of the disease, and was tested from their car on March 12.
The positive results came back March 16, when this story was reported.
Nevada County administrative analyst Taylor Wolfe, who is acting as the public information officer
on this topic, said, “this is our first case but we think there are more undetected cases.”
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The Faces and the Empty Places
Living Under COVID-19 Lockdown in Tahoe/Truckee
PHOTOGRAPHY AND WORDS BY WADE SNIDER | Moonshine Ink

Same feel, different situation: Although the North Shore still looks the same, daily
life has changed for each and every one of our residents. And Truckee may be a little
empty, but the downtown sparkles with April snow and the train tracks still run stolidly
through it. Spring is upon us, and the streets are eerily calm. Businesses are closed and
faces are masked. We will come out of this changed. Will it be for better or for worse?

^ ON GUARD: Be kind to your friendly
neighborhood police officers.
< SCARCITY: Not only is our toilet paper in
low supply, so are potatoes apparently ...

CLEAN AND CLEAR: An employee bars entrance to New Moon Natural Foods in Truckee. New protocol calls for fewer
people in the store and mandatory handwashing (station provided).

STAY HOME, SAVE LIVES: You might’ve noticed that traffic information
signs in the area have a new message.

WORK FROM HOME: Niels Krejcir works from home. Some locals have jobs with
the luxury of being remote, while the other 10,000 have filed for unemployment.

SHOPPER DISTANCING: Most 7-Elevens in the area are using plastic
curtains to provide shelter from the virus for their employees.

READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

A LITTLE HELP: A shopper at Safeway is
assisted with making sure her cart is all
cleaned, disinfected, and ready to roll.

GHOST CHAIRS: Donner Ski Ranch closed
with over 4 feet of new powder. A sad
sight to see.

EMPTY SHELVES: Bread was one of the first items to disappear after the panic
started spreading.
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Now playing Virtual Cinema!

Community
Corkboard

Virtual cinema is a way to keep us connected through
movies and give you a way to support the Art Haus while
we are closed. It also helps us continue our mission of
bringing thought-provoking films to our community.

Lakeside Paving applauds our community
and friends for respecting the
shelter-in-place order. We’ll be ready
to get to work once it’s lifted! Call or
email now to reserve summer space.

All movies and links can be found at
tahoearthauscinema.com.

530-583-3600
office@lakesidepaving.com

Hi truckee lovers! We miss seeing
you in our loft and out on the town.
Until we are able to reopen our doors, please
visit our website truckeelove.com to continue
to receive the love. Through May 1st, we are
offering FREE SHIPPING and local curbside
pick-up of online orders every Friday!

OPEN FOR REPAIRS
AND SALES
All services and sales
are by appointment.
CALL OR TEXT: 530-386-5700
info@biketruckee.net
New and used ebikes, mountain bikes, path bikes,
and kids’ bikes.
LOCALS’ SPRING TUNE-UP SPECIAL $39!
Located at 10015 Palisades Dr., Suite A4.

SHOP OUR VIRTUAL
BRICK AND MORTAR
Visit
bespoketruckee.com
to shop your favorites!
Online, you will find we’ve recently added
new items perfect for friends, family, or
yourself. We’re so grateful to be surrounded
by a community full of love.
Thank you for your ongoing support!
10130 Donner Pass Rd. | IG: @bespoketruckee

Lorien Powers

lorienpowers.com | 530-550-9610
IG @lorienpowers

NOT JUST BROCCOLI
Online Nutrition
Consultations

Discover foods and supplements
to boost immunity & improve health
30 minutes for $25
notjustbroccoli.com
20
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Connect with us to
add a little sparkle to
your special moments.
We are so thankful
to be a part of the
fabric of this beautiful
community full of
LOVE.

THANKS

YOU

We would like to thank the people
at the frontlines – doctors, nurses,
pharmacists – and those working
behind the scenes on a vaccine,
a cure, and medical equipment.
A huge shout-out to all the people
helping to sustain us: truckers,
restaurants, grocery stores, delivery
personnel; and public officials for
their efforts to keep us safe.
Lastly, Moonshine Ink would like to
thank its supporters and advocates –
now more than ever.
TAHOE/TRUCKEE INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER

POUR HOUSE
IS OPEN
takeout only

Adopt an Artist Fund

12 TO 6 | MONDAY - SATURDAY

Featured artists from our art in nature
events need your support now!

530-550-9664

Learn more about how you
can adopt an artist at:
www.trailsandvistas.org

Tahoe Sports Hub is
selling gift cards at
TahoeSportsHub.com

Every person who buys a gift card during
the closure will be entered to win a pair of
skis or a snowboard the day we reopen!
Our doors may be closed but you can still reach
us by emailing TahoeSportsHub@gmail.com.

wine · cheese · snacks
milk · eggs · bread

Community
Corkboard

10075 Jibboom St. | Downtown Truckee

The Carmel Gallery is still conducting business
online at our amazing full-service website
TheCarmelGallery.com.
You can also place orders via email and phone.
Gift certificates are available as well!
We wish everyone health and strength during
these difficult times, we miss all of our
wonderful gallery guests and collectors!

Open 11-4
Mon-Fri
WE’RE NOW OPEN ONLINE 24/7
Visit ateliertruckee.com for all of your
art supplies and yarn staples. Choose
local pick-up or have your order shipped.
We can’t wait to see what you make!
ateliertruckee.com | IG: @ateliertruckee
10128 Donner Pass Road | 530-386-2700

Cooking Gallery
is open for
curbside pick-up
and delivery
by appointment
Tuesday, Thursday & Saturday
11am - 2pm
cookinggallery@gmail.com
530.587.8303 | Facebook | Instagram
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

Free delivery to Truckee/N. Lake Tahoe
Curbside pickup and shipping available
TMS has all your outdoor walking, running,
snowshoeing, and fresh air needs!
tahoemountainsports.com | 530-536-5200

Truckee
Tahoe City
Kings Beach
888.3PLUMAS

Standing Together With Our Community!
We are here for you and
HERE. For good.
Visit plumasbank.com/COVID-19 for updates.
MOONSHINEINK.COM
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HOW CAN I USE
MY TIME AT HOME
TO HELP OTHERS
DURING COVID-19?
You Asked.

They Answered.

Tahoe/Truckee always shows up to
support our community and this time
of crisis is no different. At the Tahoe
Truckee Community Foundation, we
are working hard to support our local
nonprofits that make up the social
safety net for individuals and families in
our community. At this time, they are
having to transform their operations
and scale the direct services to meet
an exponentially growing need. To
support these and other nonprofits,
TTCF has launched the Tahoe Truckee
Emergency Response Fund. Donations

Local Opportunities
and Resources
TAHOE TRUCKEE COMMUNITY
FOUNDATION RESOURCES
COVID-19 EMERGENCY RESPONSE
FUND

ttcf.net/news/
tahoe-truckee-emergency-response-fund/
COVID-19 is a global crisis. This is
very different from an emergency like a
catastrophic wildfire or natural disaster.
At those times, people from near and
far send help in the form of money and
donations. Right now, communities
everywhere are affected. That means
that we have to come together with
our neighbors, friends, and people who
really love this community to help Tahoe/
Truckee however we can.
This is not business as usual. Local
resorts, businesses, and restaurants are
shutting down. We have one hospital
and half a dozen critical needs service
organizations to serve over 30,000
people. We’re about to feel the toll on
our small rural system. Please help us
ease the burden on our hospitals and
nonprofits by responding quickly. No gift
is too small. We need everybody.
RESILIENT BUSINESS AND NONPROFIT
WEBINAR SERIES

ttcf.net/news/webinar-series-for-businessand-nonprofits-amidst-covid-19/

big and small will provide flexible
resources to nonprofit organizations
that are working within our community
and are impacted by COVID-19. You
can also volunteer with local nonprofits
as they adapt to our new environment,
write letters to isolated seniors or
even donate thermometers to the
Emergency Warming Center. Here is a
comprehensive list of local emergency
resources and volunteer opportunities
updated regularly on the TTCF website.
Please donate and give what you can
today.
and the Sierra Business Council’s Small
Business Development Center coproduced with Sierra Business Council a
four-part webinar series.
•

Assistance Available for Businesses
& Nonprofits Recording

•

Cash Flow and Scaling Operations
Recording

•

Virtual Workforce and Meetings
Recording

•

HR Topics in Challenging Times
Recording

HUNGER RELIEF

Tahoe Truckee Unified School District
ttusd.org
TTUSD is providing meal services for
pickup at selected school sites from 10
a.m. to 1 p.m., Monday through Friday,
unless a snow day is called. The district
is also providing meal delivery to several
neighborhood locations in Truckee and
North Lake Tahoe every weekday during
school closures. All meals are delivered
in marked TTUSD vans. If you have any
questions, please call (530) 582-2528 or
email food@ttusd.org
Sierra Community House
sierracommunityhouse.org
To sign up for a nonperishable food
delivery, please leave a message at (775)
545-4083 or send an email to food@
sierracommunityhouse.org

Tahoe Truckee Community Foundation
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SNOW OR SHINE, Sierra Community House’s army of fearless volunteers and staff of the
organization’s Hunger Relief Program unload boxes of food to distribute to the community as
vulnerable people struggle more during the time of COVID-19. Courtesy photo

Sierra Senior Services
sierraseniors.org
In response to the COVID-19 crisis,
Sierra Senior Services will deliver lunch
to any senior 60 and older in Truckee
and the North Lake Tahoe area. Email:
info@sierraseniors.org

•

»

•

Meal Schedule: Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays from 4
p.m. to 5:30 p.m.

•

KB Location: Boys & Girls Club of
North Lake Tahoe, front entrance/
curbside

•

Incline Location: Incline Elementary
School, upper bridge/curbside

Substance Use Services: Please call
(530) 889-7240, option 5 (when
prompted) or attend one of the
screening clinics

•

Placer County Services

MENTAL HEALTH / CRISIS INTERVENTION / FAMILY SUPPORT/COUNTY
SERVICES

•
•

Local Crisis Hotline: (800) 7361060
Tahoe Truckee Suicide Prevention
Coalition

Text: (CA) text “START”
to 741741 or (NV) text
“ANSWER” to 839863

•

Boys & Girls Club of North Lake Tahoe
bgcnlt.org/covid-19-update
Boys & Girls Club of North Lake Tahoe
is supplementing efforts by local school
authorities and hunger relief agencies by
providing a grab-and-go dinner service to
local families in Kings Beach and Incline
Village.

National Suicide Hotline: (800)
273-8255

•

»

Placer County Adult Crisis &
Intake 24-Hour Phone Line:
(916) 787-8860 or (888)
886-5401

»

Placer County Children
System of Care (Children’s
Behavioral Health and Child
Welfare (abuse and neglect
reporting) (916) 872-6549 or
toll-free (866) 293-1940

»

CalFresh, Medical, Cash aid:
mybenefitscalwin.org or (888)
385-5160

»

WIC: placer.ca.gov/2918/
Women-Infants-Children-WIC
or (530) 546-1982

Nevada County Services
»

Nevada County Health and

TAHOE/TRUCKEE INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
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Human Services: Customers
in need of Cash Assistance,
Food Assistance-Calfresh, and
Medi-Cal call (530) 582-7803
or apply on-line at mynevadacounty.com
»

»

»

Nevada County Adult
Behavioral Health and
Substance Use Services:
Contact Laura Zettler-Mann
at (530) 913-4156
Nevada County Children’s
Behavioral Health and Spanish
Speaking Behavioral Health:
(530) 913-0558
Nevada County Public
Health Clinic and WIC (530)
582-7814

EMERGENCY WARMING CENTER

Call (530) 386-7954 for a recorded message each day to check if open. Donation
requests to be dropped off at Word
After Word bookstore, Monday through
Friday 8 to 11 a.m. (10118 Donner Pass
Rd. #2, Truckee, CA 96161).
•

Town of Truckee is Looking for
Community Feedback
The Town of Truckee, Placer County,
and the Truckee Chamber are looking
to respond to community needs during
this unsettled COVID-19 period and
beyond. They are asking for feedback to
better understand priorities and opinions. Please consider joining FlashVote
to share your feedback via short surveys
over the next few weeks.
California is working swiftly to help
workers hurt by COVID-19.
•

If you’re unable to work due to having or being exposed to COVID-19
(certified by a medical professional),
you can file a Disability Insurance
claim.

•

If you’re unable to work because
you are caring for an ill or
quarantined family member with
COVID-19 (certified by a medical
professional), you can file a Paid
Family Leave claim.

•

If your child’s school is closed, and
you have to miss work to be there
for them, you may be eligible for
Unemployment Insurance benefits.

•

If your employer has reduced your
hours or shut down operations
due to COVID-19, you can file an
Unemployment Insurance claim.

Need: Braun Thermoscan thermometer covers OR a new thermometer
for ear or forehead reading

SPECIAL SHOPPING HOURS OFFERED
FOR IMMUNE-SUPPRESSED AND
PEOPLE OVER 65:

•

Safeway: Tuesdays and Thursdays
from 6 to 9 a.m.

•

Save Mart: Tuesdays and Thursdays,
6 to 9 a.m.

•

been easier to respond on your own,
in the comfort of your home, whether
online, over the phone or by mail — all
without having to meet a Census taker.
Go to my2020census.gov/ or call (844)
330-2020 (English), (844) 468-2020
(Spanish) to complete the census.
Let everyone count! Nevada County
information: nevadacountycounts.org/
be-counted/

New Moon: every morning from
8:30 to 9:30 a.m. (online ordering
and curbside pickup available)

VOLUNTEER NEED

Sierra Senior Services is providing meal
delivery services to over 100 local community members and the numbers are
increasing. Many of these individuals are
isolated and could use a little community
connection. Please consider writing a
brief letter/card/note to a senior and
Sierra Senior Services will deliver it when
they drop off meals. Multiple letters
may be enclosed in a single envelope
addressed to Sierra Senior Services.
Letters may be addressed to “Dear
neighbor” or whatever you see fit!
Send letters to:
Sierra Senior Services
10040 Estates Dr.
Truckee, CA 96161
Census 2020

Check out the chart at the bottom
of the webpage for more information
on benefits for workers impacted by
COVID-19.
California Rural Legal Assistance
Foundation (CRLAF)
Information and resources for immigrant
communities: crlaf.org/coronavirus
Read the full wCARES Act Frequently
Asked Questions on mynevadacounty.
com. How the CARES Act works for
nonprofits: nonprofitquarterly.org/
cutting-through-the-jargon-how-thecares-act-works-for-nonprofits/
~ Tahoe Truckee Community Foundation

COVID-19 is affecting everything … But
it is still very important to participate
in the Census 2020! And it has never
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.
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All the news that fits — from original reporting or press releases.
Submit your own to editors@moonshineink.com.

STATELINE

2 Artists Selected for East Shore Mural
INCLINE VILLAGE
In response to the Tahoe Fund and Tahoe Public
Art’s call for artists earlier this year, 34 artists
submitted proposals for the chance to paint the
mural that will complete the tunnel on the new
Tahoe East Shore Trail. Tyler Rivenbark and Frida
Ticehurst-Rivenbark, a husband and wife art and
design duo based in North Lake Tahoe, were
selected to paint their mural concept by a panel
of judges composed of representatives from the
Tahoe Fund, Tahoe Public Art, Nevada State Parks,
Nevada Department of Transportation, Raley’s,
and Kelly Brothers Painting. Raley’s is providing
a $5,000 stipend to the artists and Kelly Brothers
Painting will donate all of the paint required for the
mural.
Painting of the mural begins later this spring
following NDOT approval of the permitting
process. Local youth involvement is also expected,
pending the status of government regulations
related to COVID-19. When painting is
underway, the Tahoe East Shore Trail will
be closed for two to three days by NDOT

3 CAL FIRE Awards Millions in Local Fire
Prevention Grants
SACRAMENTO

California Department of Forestry and Fire
Protection recently awarded $43.5 million to local
organizations to reduce the risk of wildfires to
homes and communities across California. Fiftyfive local fire prevention projects are receiving
funding for hazardous fuel reductions, wildfire
preparedness planning and fire prevention
education.
A project out of El Dorado County received
a public education grant of nearly $100,000 to
Forestry Educators Incorporated for its 2020
Forestry Challenge. The forestry challenge is an
academic competition for high school students
in technical forestry and current forestry topics.
Participants spend four days in the forest learning about the ecology and management of the
forested landscapes that provide communities
with water, recreational opportunities, and wood
products.
~ CAL FIRE press release

4 Funds Authorized for Climate,
Sustainable Community Grants
SACRAMENTO

The California Tahoe Conservancy authorized
$912,000 for grants to advance climate change
adaptation and improve community sustainability in
the Lake Tahoe Basin.
The conservancy board approved three climate
adaptation grants, all funded by Proposition 68:
• $186,836 to the University of California,
Davis, Tahoe Environmental Research
Center for a field study observing
seedlings from sugar pine trees that

WASHOE
COUNTY

PLACER COUNTY

survived the
2012 to 2016
drought.
Results of
this study will
help forest
M
managers
A
RT
adapt to
climate change
impacts by selecting sugar pine seed stocks that are best
suited for restoration projects in the basin.
• $250,000 to the South Tahoe Public Utility District to
assess the vulnerability of the Basin’s water infrastructure
to climate change impacts, including the heightened risk of
wildfires, and to design projects to harden water and sewer
infrastructure to such impacts.
• $100,000 to the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency to update
its inventory of greenhouse gas emissions and to assess
the potential of the Basin landscape to capture and store
carbon.
Additional Proposition 68 funds were granted to the area, including sustainable communities money to South Lake Tahoe for its
Tahoe Valley Stormwater and Greenbelt Improvement Project.
~ California Tahoe Conservancy press release

ES

In a unanimous vote, the Tahoe Regional Planning
Agency’s governing board recently approved
Tahoe Douglas Visitors Authority’s proposed $100
million event center project. The plan also includes
associated transit and parking improvements for
the South Shore casino corridor. The project now
moves to Douglas County commissioners for final
consideration.
The proposed project will create a
138,000-square-foot, 6,000-seat center for
performances, trade shows, ice shows, and
sporting events. Attendance will be capped at
2,500 people during peak summer months in an
effort to manage traffic congestion, according to
TRPA documents. The Tahoe South Events Center
will be located at the corner of Highway 50 and
Lake Parkway in Stateline, Nevada. This property
currently serves as a parking lot for the Mont Bleu
Hotel and Casino.
~ TRPA press release

NEVADA COUNTY

E P TA H O

1 TRPA Board Approves Event Center

and Nevada State Parks. Trail closure details will
be announced in advance through local media and
postings at the trailheads and @nevadadot and
State Parks social media.
~ Tahoe Fund press release

#KE
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5 Soroptimists sponsor scholarship, awards for women
TRUCKEE
Soroptimist International of Truckee Donner announced a new
scholarship for up to $2,000. This award is for a woman continuing
her education or training. To be eligible for the scholarship, an
applicant must be accepted into an undergraduate program at a
two- or four-year accredited college or trade school. The application
due date is May 15. The application can be filled out on sitd.
info. Contact Pam English at (408) 316-2413 for questions on the
application.
SITD also recently honored four local women and one high school
girl for their outstanding service and educational commitments.
The Ruby Award went to Melissa Mohler, executive director for the
Sierra Watershed Education Partnerships (SWEP). The Live Your
Dream Award went to Mercedes Ferguson, Alejandra Venegas,
and Karla Garcia. The Violet Richardson Award went to Celeste
Valentino, a female high school student who volunteers with
programs at Truckee High School and Truckee Elementary.
~ SITD press release

6 Trails Foundation, Town to Create New Program

2

2

TRUCKEE
The Trail Amenity Adoption Program provides civic-minded
individuals the opportunity to make a donation to trails that
will also allow for the recognition of an organization, business,
or loved one in a unique and lasting manner. To adopt an
amenity, visit truckeetrails.org/adopt-an-amenity.
~ Town of Truckee news item

7

2019 Bicycle Achievement Awards Announced
ZEPHYR COVE

TRAIL ARTISTRY: Tyler Rivenbark and Frida Ticehurst-Rivenbark were
selected to paint their mural concept in the tunnel on the Tahoe East
Shore Trail. Mural installation will begin later this spring. Photo courtesy
Tahoe Fund
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Each year, the Lake Tahoe Bicycle Coalition honors those
that have made significant advancements to promoting safer
bicycling and walking opportunities for the Tahoe/Truckee
area. LTBC received 13 nominations for the 2019 awards
and is pleased to announce the following Bike Achievement
Awardees:
• Public Agency: City of South Lake Tahoe
• Business: Squaw Valley Alpine Meadows (and their
guests) and the Squaw Village Neighborhood
Company
• Individual: Charles Nelson
~ LTBC press release
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7

Sugar Bowl Ski Team & Academy Names New Director
NORDEN
Sugar Bowl Ski Team & Academy announced that Brian Krill will its
new executive director, effective July 1. Krill will lead the athletic
and academic staff to further strengthen SBSTA’s vision to be
recognized as the gold standard for ski teams and ski academies.
Krill has an extensive background in both skiing and education,
having worked for several organizations around the country,
including U.S. Ski and Snowboard, Western Colorado University,
Jackson Hole Ski & Snowboard Club, and Crested Butte Academy.
~ SBSTA press release

New District Attorney Appointed
AUBURN

WINNER, WINNER: The City of South Lake Tahoe was awarded a bike achievement award from the Lake Tahoe
Bicycle Coalition for its completion of the Sierra Boulevard Complete Streets Project and continuation of bike path
winter plowing. Photo courtesy LTBC

8 Facility Operator for Women
and Family Shelter Approved
WASHOE COUNTY

County commissioners approved Reno
Initiative for Shelter and Equality (RISE) to
become the facility operator of the Our
Place Women and Family Shelter.
Families and children in daycare will
relocate from the Community Assistance
Center to Our Place this spring, followed
by the women, upon completion of the
114-bed women’s shelter. Our Place will
provide a more safe and secure environment for women to receive several
services, such as mental health and
educational and employment opportunities. In addition, Our Place will enable
an increased capacity to serve more
individuals with a targeted approach for
long-term success.
The more than $1.9 million contract
between RISE and Washoe County is
a 14-month agreement to operate the
shelter, which provides an opportunity
to renew annually each of the following
four years.
~ Tahoe Fund press release

READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

9 Decade of Service Celebrated
TAHOE CITY
The North Tahoe Fire Protection District
Board of Directors recognized the
Community Emergency Response Team
(CERT) program for a decade of service
to and began recruitment efforts for new
members at a late-January meeting in
Tahoe City.
The program began as a response
to the 2007 Angora and Washoe fires.
An after action review of the incidents
prompted the hiring of a public
information officer and the formation
of a team of volunteers prepared to
assist with the information gap resulting
from a large-scale event. In 2009, the
Citizen Emergency Information Team
was officially organized with 12 volunteer
members on the North Shore, and over
the years evolved to a district-wide
FEMA-Certified CERT program with
nearly 50 members.
For information on becoming a
member, visit ntfire.net/cert.
~ Washoe County press release

The Placer County Board of Supervisors appointed a new district
attorney on April 7 after an intensive, three-month-long process
to select a qualified candidate. Supervisors appointed Morgan
Briggs Gire, who has been practicing law for more than 20 years,
including 15 years at the Sacramento County District Attorney’s
Office, where he served as an assistant chief deputy district
attorney.
The D.A. position has been vacant since Dec. 30, 2019, after
former Placer District Attorney Scott Owens retired prior to the
end of his elected term in office. Pursuant to the county charter
and state statute, when a mid-term vacancy occurs in an elected
county office, the Board of Supervisors must appoint a successor
to serve the remaining term.
Gire will hold the office for Owens’ unexpired term which ends
Jan. 2, 2023. Placer County voters will select the next district
attorney in the 2022 election.
~ Placer County press release

TTUSD Program Introduces New Member
TRUCKEE
Chelsea Walterscheid has joined the team as a career technical
education technician. The College and Career Readiness
program prepares students for the future in education and
career, providing rigorous academics and hands-on learning
experiences for all students.
~ TTUSD email update
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In the Past

Rosie the Riveter
and the WASP
The legacy of Placer County’s own ‘Rosie’
BY PAT DILLON
Moonshine Ink

As we come together against COVID19 (at the recommended 6-foot social
distance … ), recall a time when our
nation united against the menace of
world war.
In the 1940s, women worked, but
usually in fields such as child care,
housekeeping, sewing, or nursing. The
nation had resisted being drawn into the
war in Europe, not yet having recovered
from the loss of almost 117,000 of
our men killed in action in WWI and
the return of 320,000 wounded, many
horribly disfigured.
The Japanese Navy’s attack on Pearl
Harbor changed all that in a hurry.
Women were quickly seen as a resource
to replace the men leaving crucial jobs
to fight overseas.
As recruitment efforts increased, the
name “Rosie the Riveter” became synonymous with women working in the war
effort. These women worked in aircraft
production, shipbuilding, and weapons
and ammunition manufacturing.
Placer County’s own “Rosie,” Betty
Mosher, was a student at Grant Union
High School, on the edge of McClellan
Field, an Army Air Corps base in the
Sacramento Valley. As her senior year
began, the high school and McClellan

personnel created a program offering
training for female students on aircraft
engine repair.
The training came with the added
perk of early graduation for those who
succeeded. Mosher jumped at the
opportunity. In an interview for NPS/
UC Berkeley in 2014, Betty said:
“Well, I’ve always been mechanically
inclined — my brothers were both
mechanics, my father was a mechanic,
and it just kind of came to me more
naturally than it did a lot of the girls.
But I don’t know, I just found it challenging and interesting. Yeah, it was
kind of exciting. I thought I was real
cool.”
Mosher worked on aircraft engines
from small company Pratt & Whitney to
create the massive 2200-hp engines for
the B-29 Superfortress, the aircraft that
dropped the atomic bombs on Japan to
end the war.
During WWII, over 6 million women
entered the workforce to build the might
to win wars on both sides of the world.
When the war ended, the men that
survived came home and many women
were laid off on the theory that they
were taking jobs the men would need.
Mosher got a new job with the phone
company. Though she eventually went back to McClellan,
most women were expected
to forget their skills and their
accomplishments and go back
to homemaking.
Eventually, Mosher elected
to leave and run their new
Auburn ranch with her saddlemaker husband, Navy veteran
Stanley James Samson.
The profile of the many
“Rosies” is varied. Some
women weren’t satisfied
building airplanes, but wanted
to fly the sleek fighters and
bombers themselves. Two
women pushed hard to make
the case for allowing women to
be flyers.
Jacqueline “Jackie” Cochran
had been a record-setting
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OUR ROSIE: Betty Moher, WWII aircraft mechanic, is Placer County’s own original Rosie the
Riveter. Photo courtesy Betty Samson

racing pilot for years. She wrote a letter
to First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt describing the advantages of female flyers
transporting aircraft, enabling men to
focus on training and flying in combat.
Roosevelt suggested the idea to Gen.
Hap Arnold who assigned Cochran to
ferry a bomber to England as a test and
demonstration.
Meanwhile, Nancy Harkness Love, a
pilot from Michigan, approached Gen.
Robert Olds with her idea that women
pilots could ferry aircraft from manufacturers to air corps bases, freeing male
pilots to fly combat.
She came to him with a list of 83 experienced female pilots. Olds forwarded
the idea to Arnold, who ordered the
creation of a women’s branch of the Air
Transport Command.
Upon Cochran’s return from Europe,
the two commands were combined
to form the WASP (Women Airforce
Service Pilots). Over 25,000 women
applied for the program; 1,830 experienced pilots were accepted, 1,074 of
which completed the intense training
and got their wings.
Of these women pilots, in 1942
Roosevelt said: “This is not a time when
women should be patient. We are in
a war and we need to fight it with all
our ability and every weapon possible.
Women pilots, in this particular case, are
a weapon waiting to be used.”
Their duties expanded from ferrying new
and repaired aircraft to towing target
aircraft for live fire combat training and
instructing male pilots in flight training
and carrier landings.
The 44 classes of WASP flew all varieties
of military aircraft, from Piper Cubs
to the P-47 Thunderbolt and P-51
Mustang fighters.

They flew the biggest aircraft of the
war too, from the A-20 Havoc to the
B-29s that ended the war. The B-29 was
a dangerous aircraft and male pilots
had begun to refuse to fly it. Col. Paul
Tibbets, who went on to drop the atom
bomb on Japan, assigned two women to
fly demonstration flights. After watching
the two WASP members fly the B-29 for
several days, the men stopped complaining about it.
Unfortunately, the women were fighting
the uphill battle for acceptance of their
times. Much animosity was directed
against the WASP and they were not
considered military personnel or eligible
for family death benefits until 1977.
Although the women never flew combat
missions, 38 were killed during their
service. When they were killed, their
fellow WASP would take up a collection,
passing the hat to send their remains
home.
Even so, the accident rate for women
pilots was less than that for the men
throughout the war.
The program was suddenly and
completely halted in 1944 just before
the war’s end, and it took until 2009
for WASP to be honored with the
Congressional Gold Medal for their
service to the country.
One WASP who was not in attendance
was Gertrude “Tommy” Tompkins-Silver,
who disappeared while flying a P-51
Mustang from Mines Field (now LAX)
to New Jersey in 1943. Tompkins is the
only WASP casualty never recovered.
Though it seems our next election will
once again be between two old white
men, we have only to look back in our
history to see that women can — and
did — do anything as well as the men in
the effort to save the world.
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The first place Michelle Rahlves turned
to when her business was designated
as nonessential during the COVID-19
pandemic was Zoom, the video conference call app.
The Bar Effect owner wanted ways to
keep her instructors employed, and
teaching classes over video, though
a distant second to live classes, “has
been amazing,” Rahlves said during a
Moonshine Ink Tahoe Talks with local
small businesses.
The second issue she faced was money:
“We are not using our studio,” she
continued. “Our overhead is $5,000 a
month. There’s no way we can pay that.
Yes, I’ve applied for business loans,
grants, and also the … [federal] $3
trillion bailout. So there’s applications
for that as well.”
With literal shuttered doors, local small
businesses are coming up short on
monetary options to stay afloat during
the current uncertainty. Thus, owners
like Rahlves are seeking out grant and
loan opportunities.
On a national scale, the passage of the
Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic
Security (CARES) Act — the bailout
package Rahlves mentioned — is a step
to assist several groups impacted by the
pandemic, including small businesses.
The biggest takeaways for small businesses in relation to the CARES Act
are emergency grants and loan forgiveness and relief.
To small businesses that have applied
for Economic Injury Disaster Loans
(EIDL), the Emergency EIDL Grants
expedite capital to those businesses
for up to $10,000 to cover immediate
operating costs such as covered leave,
maintaining payroll, and paying debt
obligations. A total of $10 billion is
available nationwide through this emer-
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HELP FOR
A HALTED
ECONOMY

receive about $1,050 per week moving
forward. Traditionally, unemployment
benefits are about 40% to 45% of a
worker’s income.”

Resources for local businesses,
employers, and those laid off
BY ALEX HOEFT AND BECCA LOUX
Moonshine Ink

gency grant program, which is lent out
by the Small Business Administration.
(Kristin York, vice
president of business
innovation with Sierra
Business Council, mentioned during a recent
small business-focused
webinar that those
who applied for EIDL money before
March 24 and haven’t heard from
their bank or the SBA likely had their
application lost “due to the SBA being
overwhelmed.” York recommended
reapplying immediately.)
The Payment Protection Program
provides $350 billion in loans for eight
weeks of assistance to small businesses
(those with 500 employees or fewer)
and 501 (c)(3) nonprofits (including
independent contractors, self-employed
individuals, and sole proprietors).
Based on further clarifying information, we know that the $350 billion
comes from the calculation of 2.5 times
monthly payroll over eight weeks.
To apply for these funds, loans are
made available through SBA-certified
lenders, including banks, credit
unions, and other financial institutions. In an effort to encourage the

rehiring of laid-off employees due to
the coronavirus crisis, borrowers will
not be penalized for
having reduced payrolls
upon receipt of the loan.
SBC’s York recommended
applicants speak directly
with their lenders for
any specific questions or
guidelines.
To those already utilizing loans from
the SBA, $17 billion was set aside to
allow a deferral of payments for six
months.
The CARES Act also addresses those
who have become unemployed in
relation to the pandemic with the
creation of the Temporary Pandemic
Unemployment Assistance Program.
This program, which extends through
Dec. 31 of this year, expands unemployment benefits and adds $600 per
week to each unemployment benefits
recipient for up to four months.
Brittany Benesi, SBC’s government and
community affairs director, provided
an explanation of what this means for
affected Californians: “Prior to the
CARES Act, the average benefit in
California is $450 a week, so in total,
an unemployment recipient would

MOONSHINEINK.COM

California is also providing small
business options to those impacted by
the COVID-19 crisis. For example,
the California Small Business Loan
Guarantee Program holds $50 million
in state funding, and is meant for
those who wouldn’t qualify for federal
funding.
Under SBC’s umbrella lies the Sierra
Small Business Development Center
(Sierra SBDC), explained SBC president Steven Frisch in an email, “which
provides technical assistance to small
businesses and acts as the provider for
Small Business Administration programs, including the Economic Injury
Disaster Loan Program and the regular
SBA program.”
The Sierra SBDC counseled 515 clients
in 2019; this past March alone, the
center saw 200 sign-ups.
Jessica Carr, the Sierra SBDC’s associate director wrote, “I probably speak to
15 or 20 people per day who don’t end
up actually signing up because I answer
their questions. We have recorded five
webinars in the past two weeks (with
others like TTCF and Nevada County)
and partnered on or shared an additional seven.”
The two most-oft asked questions
Carr is hearing from people are, What
resources are available for me?, and
How can I best assist my employees?
“Then, they want to know more about
each program available and go ...
further in-depth about which one might
work best given their specific financial
situation and needs,” she wrote. “That’s
where we come in — helping them
See ECONOMY p. 28
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figure out which is best (if any), or if they are
able to pivot and get creative with cash flow
instead.”
In addition to helping people understand how
the CARES Act programs can apply to their
businesses, the Sierra SBDC team also provides
technical assistance in packaging the loan
applications, marketing existing services, and
working on cash flow strategies or pivots. Carr
summarized their focus, which is to help businesses survive the declared economic disaster
and plan ahead for the recovery.
Of course, the Tahoe/Truckee business community has always been creative, and many
local businesses have found innovative ways to
combat the economic effects of the coronavirus,
or at least offset some of the losses incurred.
For example, Cottonwood Restaurant and The
Pour House have shifted loosely into the area’s
latest options for grocery items. In addition to
offering takeout orders, these establishments
have added produce, dairy, and even the highly
coveted toilet paper for sale. It’s not just for
laughs or profits either: By having less people
needing to make trips to highly-trafficked
grocery stores, these restaurants are all improving our efforts to deter the virus.
All up, SBC’s Carr is in contact with nearly
70 local businesses per day who are all being
affected by the coronavirus pandemic. She said
the types of businesses she’s speaking with
“range from self-employed acupuncturists to
service providers and restaurants, retail shops,
and childcare centers.”
Small business development centers have been
around for nearly 40 decades, but Carr said
times of economic instability and crisis are their
chance to shine.
“The Sierra SBDC is your community partner
in surviving the COVID-19 hardships,” she
finished. “From assisting businesses with the
SBA Economic Injury loans to creative cash flow
management to simply listening and problemsolving with you, navigating the new landscape
for your employees, and digesting the federal
legislation, we are here to help.”
Other local resources for small business owners, employers, and those unemployed due
to the pandemic can turn to Placer County’s
Business Resource Center. Nevada County
also offers coronavirus guidance for businesses
and employers. El Dorado County has its
own COVID-specific industry resources. And
in addition to Nevada’s statewide Business
Information Network, which consolidates and
simplifies COVID-19 information, is Washoe
County’s regional business operations supplemental guide.

At a Glance: Resources to boost your
business

taxpayers. This applies to federal tax up to $1
million owed with tax returns, which can apply
to some individual-owned small businesses. No
interest or penalties apply until after July 15.
Small Business Administration Economic
Injury Disaster Loans are “designated states
and territories low-interest federal disaster loans
for working capital to small businesses suffering
substantial economic injury as a result of the
coronavirus (COVID-19),” the SBA’s site explains,
up to $2 million. Once approved, these loans can
be used “to pay fixed debts, payroll, accounts
payable and other bills that can’t be paid because
of the disaster’s impact.” The interest rate is 3.75%
for small businesses and 2.75% for nonprofits. The
SBA is also accepting loan applications for up to
$10,000 for COVID-19 relief from small business owners in all U.S. states [and] Washington
D.C.
Additionally, the SBA provides debt relief to
small businesses “as they overcome the challenges
created by this health crisis,” SBA’s site states.
Enhanced unemployment insurance and CARE
stimulus package checks ($1,200 per individual)
are also available.
Many private companies and tech giants are also
stepping in to assist at this time. For example,
Facebook is offering $3,000 grants, Verizon
expanded its small business program, and Google
has created a fund of $100 million to offer through
grants and ad credits.

State
California is providing assistance to small business
owners and employers impacted by COVID-19.
Nevada also has statewide information to assist
businesses at this time through its Business
Information Network.

Local
Tahoe Truckee Community Foundation
emergency resources: ttcf.net/non-prof/
emergency-community-resources
Sierra Business Council COVID-19 relief: sierrasbdc.com
NLTRA business recovery resources: nltra.org/
north-lake-tahoecovid-19-community-update/
Placer County business resources: placer.ca.gov/
businessresources
Washoe County business resources: covid19washoe.com/businesses/
El Dorado County business
resources: https://visit-eldorado.com/
covid-19-industry-resources-for-el-dorado-county/
Nevada County business resources:
mynevadacounty.com/2927/CoronavirusGuidance-for-BusinessesEmplo

National
IRS: On March 17, U.S. Treasury Secretary
Steven Mnuchin announced in a press conference that the payment due date has been
delayed by 90 days (to July 15) for individual
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This small mountain town community is
amazing. Right now, we are all in quarantine while the world tries to make
sense of a pandemic, and we are feeling
isolated and detached. What hasn’t
changed, is the small-town mentality
that tells us to take care of each other.
When something challenging or tragic
happens to one of us, we show up and
we help. We do it over and over again.
And this time, we all need each other.

clients have become our friends and our
crew is a family.

Mine is just one example of the locally
owned small businesses that contribute
to making the Tahoe/Truckee area a
uniquely special place to live and visit.
We are all in a situation where we need
the support of our community. I suggest
that you follow your favorite businesses’
social media pages to see what they
are offering in place of
in-store shopping.
Many of us are
creating products
and shipping from
home. Purchasing
gift certificates
puts money in
our businesses’
bank accounts,
allowing us to pay our
BY JACLYN WOZNICKI
employees, rent, and
utilities, ensuring that we
will be able to reopen when
the world has recovered.

My shop Trunk
Show is
located in The
Cobblestone
Center and
is frequented
by both locals
and visitors.
The shop brings
culture, beauty,
and joy to the
people that come in.
It gives me and other
local artists a place to
share our creations with
the would while generating an
income to support our families.
No, I’m never going to get rich
making jewelry and selling local art, but
it provides a means of putting a roof
over my head and food on my family’s
table. The shop employs people that
need a flexible schedule and a workplace that appreciates them for their
unique abilities and contributions. Our

Our Community

Survives Together

My husband and I have been in
quarantine since January as I’ve just
undergone an intense medical procedure to halt my progression of multiple
sclerosis. HSCT involves chemotherapy
and stem cell transplant and is not
covered by insurance. Instead of
being on the donating side of things, I

NEIGHBORLY SUPPORT: Jaclyn Woznicki, owner of Tahoe City’s Trunk Show, shares the personal
side of why it’s important to support local small businesses more than ever. Courtesy photos

See LOCAL p. 30

Insurance office of Roxanne Duffield

Commercial & residential,
free estimates

Like a Good Neighbor, State Farm is
there! We are all in this TOGETHER!

(530) 583-3600
lakesidepaving.com

(530) 550-9000
www.insuranceroxanne.com
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have been the one in need. Without the support
that I received, I would not have been able to
receive treatment. Local people and businesses
donated incredible prizes for my fundraisers!
So many people donated to a GoFundMe page
to help me get well. Moonshine Ink published a
beautiful article about my journey. Fat Cat Bar
& Grill, Blue Agave, Alibi Ale Works, and The
Great Bingo Revival all hosted fundraising events
for me. Lanza’s, Reiki Tahoe, and friends sold
raffle tickets on my behalf. And how about that
Facebook and Instagram love? I sure soaked in all
of those ‘atta girls’! This pandemic came at a time
where my business had exhausted its savings. I’ve
been at home creating jewelry and my husband
has been screen-printing T-shirts, and like so many
other artists, we are selling through my Facebook
and Instagram pages. This and my GoFundMe
campaign are keeping us and Trunk Show afloat.

So what I want to say is thank you. From the bottom of my heart, thank you to my Tahoe/Truckee
Tribe. You all have taught me what it means to be
part of a community and I am so lucky to be a part
of yours. If you are starting to get cabin fever, we
know how you feel. Take it from us ... meditate,
exercise, eat healthy, get crafty, read, take a bath,
go outside (away from other people!), clean your
house, listen to music, learn something new, shop
local, and above all, be kind to each other. It really
does get easier. We’re all in this together and if we
keep our heads up and ourselves at home, everything is going to be ok.
Be well, friends!
~ Jaclyn Woznicki, Trunk Show owner/Bella Petunia
Jewelry designer/art fanatic tahoetrunkshow.com – @
tahoetrunkshow – gofundme.com/f/hsct4jaclyn

SANITARY CONFINEMENT: Jaclyn Woznicki and her husband, Vince Abbatecola, have been quarantined since January, after
Jaclyn underwent a stem cell transplant to halt progression of her multiple sclerosis. “We took this photo in our living room while
in quarantine,” she said. “Our friend taught a yoga class via Zoom and since her kids are quarantined at home with them, she
decided to make it fun and have everyone dress up in costumes representing the vacations that people have canceled. We chose
to put on Burning Man gear because our camp holds yoga class on Tutu Tuesday!”

CARMEN CARR
Experience Truckee and Lake Tahoe
real estate at a higher level.

Dedicated to our community.
Stay strong, Tahoe/Truckee!

Farming with love & care since 1997
USDA Organic | Certified CCOF Organic

Nourishing Healthy Communities

(530) 448-1643
carmencarr.com
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(530) 292-3776
mountainbountyfarm.com

(530) 587-7426
newmoonnaturalfoods.com
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Annually Voted North
Lake Tahoe & Truckee’s BEST
Ski & Snowboard Shop!

(530) 583-6415
tahoedaves.com
Employs
90 people

42 years in
business

TRINKIE WATSON

designing environments that
enrich the human experience

(530) 583-9222
jkaedesign.com

22 years in
business

Employs
84 people

23 years in
business

e
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(916) 761-2045

Employs
15 people

tain Hard
un nd Sports w

E

How do you pivot while marrying
culture with strategy?

13 years in
business

d

18 years in
business

M
o

Employs
1 person

(530) 582-9991
thericeteam.com
Employs
5 people
MOONSHINEINK.COM

13 years in
business

Tenacious. Talented.
Team Player.
(530) 581-0722

trinkiewatson.chaseinternational.com

40+ years in business

Keep Tahoe Smart

(530) 587-3607
moonshineink.com
Employs
8 people

17 years in
business

Creating bespoke fine art furniture

(530) 548-5112
roundwoodfurniture.com
Employs
8 people

19 years in
business
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LOCAL LIFTS
TRUCKEE LOVE IN THE
TIME OF CORONA
BY ALEX HOEFT AND BECCA LOUX

STILL OPEN: Local businesses have switched to curbside
and delivery methods for their sale of goods. Photo by
Wade Snider/Moonshine Ink

Moonshine Ink

If the 21st century has yielded
anything, it’s the overarching presence
technology has in our lives. But now,
as social distancing has taken effect
and businesses have been divided into
essential and nonessential castes, the
once-pervasive tech world allows a
virtual closening to take place.

Economy, p. 27, which includes a
comprehensive overview of resources
for those in need of financial
assistance.)

Each like on a social media post,
every online order, and countless
Zoom call invitations keep us
connected with the world outside
our quarantine walls. We’ve been
separated from one another, but it’s
resulted in an urge to offer more support, especially to the local businesses
that are continuing both behind the
scenes and on center stage.

Alpenglow Sports, a Tahoe City
staple, did just that. With outdoor
sports and tourism a major part of
the Tahoe lifestyle, Alpenglow quickly
pushed to a phone-order-based
method to keep on keepin’ on after
it was deemed nonessential during
the COVID-19 pandemic. Owner
Brendan Madigan told Moonshine he
saw the writing on the wall for what
this would mean for his store’s future.

For many Tahoe/Truckee businesses,
particularly those considered nonessential, entire models have had to
shift and staff has been either docked
hours or laid off completely. (To those
business owners, employees, and folks
recently laid off or struggling to keep
your business afloat in light of the
coronavirus, read Help for a Halted

THINK LOCAL highlights the
importance and impact of
being a localist, and not just
when it comes to shopping
— it’s about services,
restaurants, medical care,
nonprofits, businesses, and
even media.
THINK LOCAL is a signature
on a statement saying we
believe in Tahoe/Truckee
and want to see a thriving
community we all love.
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

But there are still those who push to
survive and even manage to thrive in
this chaotic time.

“This is not going to end, in my mind,
until midsummer if we’re lucky,”
he said. “As a small business, you
only have so much capital to get you
through a certain amount of time.
Doing our cash flow projections and
wanting to still pay people to the best
of our ability in a time of drastically
reduced sales, we saw we needed an
infusion of capital.”
Madigan and his team decided to
lean on the people who frequented
their shop, asking for community
support through a Facebook post on
March 19. The community responded
tenfold, buying $75,000 worth of gift
cards in four days. Alpenglow has
received “well over $90,000” in gift
cards at this point.
“For me, the outpouring of support
for Alpenglow is one of probably the

most beautiful acts of humanity I’ll
get to experience in my life,” he said.
The beauty of operating a small
business in a small town is the
establishment of relationships, he
continued, saying: “You know the
owner of Alpenglow or you know the
barista at Coffeebar and you want
to support them because you have
a personal connection ... People do
understand that small towns are in it
together.”
As adaptations to the executive stayat-home order continue, some have
questioned the legality of curbside
pick-ups of goods from nonessential
businesses. Truckee police chief
Robert Leftwich explained that the
biggest takeaway from these orders is
social distancing; everything after that
is gravy.
“Is it reasonable to allow a business
to operate in a manner that maintains
social distancing and does not force
employees to violate the order, while
also not encouraging the public to
violate social distancing?” Leftwich
wrote in an email. “I would say yes.
I think you have to strike a balance
between compliance and economics.”
Specifically, Leftwich said there’s
nothing in the order that prohibits
responsibly managed curbside pickup,
delivery, or online commerce, though
he also noted that nuances of this
should be discussed further with
the Town of Truckee attorney and
planning staff.

As responsibly managed businesses
push forward, local media outlets are
also strategizing the best ways to keep
the community knowledgeable about
COVID goings-on. As this crisis
became all-consuming, Moonshine
itself linked up with local legend JD
Hoss at KTKE Truckee Tahoe Radio
and, with little-to-no ado, began
broadcasting our latest reporting
to the station’s tens of thousands
of listeners with our new segment,
Moonshine Minutes.
Similarly, and with merely the aid
of current ubiquitous unifier Zoom,
Moonshine staff chose to swap our
reporter hats for convener hats and
host video conference call conversations among community leaders
and members. So far we’ve hosted
poignant and productive discussions
first with the small businesses community about resources and resiliency,
and next with leadership and invested
community members about the role
visitors — those who some have
referred to as “virus vacationers” —
play in all this. Visit moonshineink.
com/tahoetalks for past and future
chats.
In the meantime, and if you’re
financially capable, tip a bit extra next
time you pick up curbside from a local
business. Support local businesses,
considered essential or not, through
online purchasing and bet on fun
future gifts and activities by purchasing gift cards and credit. It goes a lot
further than you think.

Shop Local. Eat Local.
Spend Local. Think Local.
ADVERTISE LOCAL.
Support our NTBA
members during COVID-19

northtahoebusiness.org
Members
216 businesses
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

41 years in
business

Support our small local business by
shopping on PlumpJackSport.com

Place your ad in the next

(530) 584-6181
plumpjacksport.com
Employs
5–8 people

18 years in
business
MOONSHINEINK.COM

(530) 587-3607
sales@moonshineink.com
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BACKSTREET
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NEWS

BUSINESS BRIEFS
1 Free Flights for Medical
Personnel, Supplies
TRUCKEE

10099 Jibboom Street

IN HISTORIC DOWNTOWN TRUCKEE

Open 10am - 5pm
Tuesday – Saturday
530-587-1409
backstreetframers.com

Mountain Lion Aviation and Truckee
Tahoe Airport are providing free flights
for medical purposes in the fight against
COVID-19. The private charter company
will donate flight time to transport
medical supplies, doctors, nurses,
medical professionals, and other critical
responders across California and around
the region to keep people safe. Truckee
Tahoe Airport is donating the fuel
needed for the operations into and out
of the airport district.
“Medical personnel and first responders are the frontline heroes of this war
against the coronavirus and we stand
ready to do anything we can to help
them do their jobs,” said Mountain
Lion Aviation chairman and founder
Jim Wilkinson. “Our team is honored to
partner with the dedicated professionals
at the Truckee Tahoe Airport to make
this happen.”
The first mission on April 8 delivered
150 gallons of hand sanitizer from
Truckee’s Old Trestle Distillery (see
Feel Good Story, p. 44) to the San
Francisco Police Department and the
San Francisco Police Officer Association.
Colchis Capital, Signature Flight Support
SFO, and the San Francisco Airport
authority also helped make it happen.

Confidence.
When it comes to financial planning
and retirement, you need to get the
big decisions right.
Leverage our experience and expertise
to understand all your options, and to
feel confident in your choices.

All the news that fits — from original reporting or press releases.
Submit your own to editors@moonshineink.com.

“We are proud to support this important initiative, and we are grateful to
Mountain Lion Aviation for stepping up
during this crisis period,” added Truckee
Tahoe Airport general manager Kevin
Smith. “We are proud to work together
to help medical professionals and first
responders when they need it most.”
Medical organizations and professionals who need flight assistance can
contact Mountain Lion Aviation at (530)
655-1100 or via email at info@mountainlion.aero. For more information go to
mountainlion.aero/. For inquiries about
Old Trestle Distillery hand sanitizer for
organizations in need, contact info@
oldtrestle.com.
~ Mountain Lion Aviation press release

2 Government Workforce

Housing Agency Launched
TRUCKEE

The Truckee Tahoe Workforce Housing
Agency was officially organized and
formed as a joint powers agency on
March 18, its goal being to provide
housing solutions for government
employees of the Tahoe Forest Hospital
District, Truckee Donner Public Utility
District, Tahoe Truckee Unified School
District, and Truckee Tahoe Airport
District. Because the agency is so new,
no official employees yet exist, though
Emily Vitas has been identified as the
agency’s executive director and her
contract is being finalized.
“How the real estate market is going
to look after [the COVID-19 pandemic],
I don’t know,” said airport general
manager Kevin Smith, “but as we were
going into last year, beginning of 2019,
it was desperate as far as finding places
for people to live, partly for our schools
and hospitals … Here at the airport, I
have 25 employees, but another 50 to
60 people we depend on for airport
maintenance, careflight, air traffic controllers — trying to make sure that we
find places for our employees and our
vendors that have places to live. So we

hope this would be part of the solution.”
The JPA is not a direct product of
Truckee’s Mountain Housing Council, but
was an idea discussed by members of
the council. Smith said they’re currently
in the final process of filing paperwork
with the state.
~ AH

3 Alterra Announces Ski Area

Improvements for Next Winter
DENVER, COLORADO

Alterra Mountain Company announced
plans to invest $223 million in capital
improvements across its 15 North
American mountain destinations for the
upcoming year, continuing the company’s commitment to enhancing the
guest experience.
This year’s $223 million plan includes
$50 million for base area facility development; $48 million toward new lifts
and upgrades, expanded terrain, and
state-of-the-art snowmaking; $30 million
in technology including Ikon Pass and
destination app development and data
utilization; $27 million toward enhancing
base area and on-mountain dining experiences; and $7 million toward various
summer and winter activity investments.
Locally, the Gold Coast Lodge at the
top of the Gold Coast Funitel at Squaw
Valley will see a major renovation, overhauling dining areas and dramatically
reshaping guest flow through the threelevel skier services facility. The deck of
the Chalet at Alpine Meadows will be
expanded for more outdoor seating at
the charming mid-mountain restaurant.
Both mountains will begin an extensive
upgrade of snowmaking capabilities,
boosting early season terrain openings
and snow quality in crucial high traffic
zones.
~ Alterra Mountain Company press
release

4
Bill Austin

(530)563-5250 | Bill@PacificCrestWP.com

w w w. Pa c i f i c C r e s t W P. c o m
11209 Brockway Rd, Ste C203, Truckee, CA 96161
Formerly AUSTIN & ABRAMS FINANCIAL PLANNING.

William Austin is a Registered Representative and an Investment Adviser Representative with/and offers securities
and advisory services through Commonwealth Financial Network®, Member FINRA/SIPC, a Registered Investment
Adviser. CA Insurance #0D20353 Commonwealth Financial Network® does not provide legal or tax advice.
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REMEMBER EVENTS? Alpenglow Sports concluded its 14th annual winter speaker series in
February, with the evening raising $50,000 for the Tahoe Fund. Photo courtesy Alpenglow Sports
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NEWS

And the Winner Is…
If you live in Tahoe Donner, it could be you!
Buying a house in Tahoe in the winter is much akin to what Forrest Gump’s mama always said about
life being like a box of chocolates — you never know what you’re gonna get.
Last year, Alex and Conor Ball were renting a condo in Tahoe Donner when they were notified that
it was being sold and they would have to find a new place to live. As sudden first-time homebuyers,
the couple purchased a house on Ramshorn in Tahoe Donner and promptly moved in with their two
small children. But as the spring thaw came, winter snows melted, revealing all sorts of disrepair to the
home that had been hidden.
Enter, Elements Mountain Company.
As the Ball family was facing the newly unveiled home improvement issues, Matt Warren and Jaime
Waltman Legare of Elements Mountain Company were looking for a way to give back to the Tahoe
Donner community. Unbeknownst to the Balls, they had been nominated by not only their Realtor,
but also by two separate friends, and they ultimately became the winners of the first home makeover
giveaway.
“Just driving around, the houses are definitely in different levels of condition,” Waltman Legare told
Moonshine Ink. “So we thought it would be fun, … a help-your-neighbor type of thing.”
Tahoe Donner is known to have some of the more strict requirements and standards when it comes
to home maintenance, noted Elements marketing director Aimee Fuzard. And whether it be financial
difficulty, various life circumstances, or that a property belongs to someone who lives out of the area
and isn’t around often, sometimes things can fall into disrepair.
Offering the chance to win an exterior home makeover was a perfect way for Elements to give back
at a time when people were feeling the need for some “feel good” stories.
“The vast majority of our overall company revenue comes from Tahoe Donner,” said Warren, explaining that he and Waltman Lagare thought it only fitting to give back to the community that supports
their livelihood throughout the seasons.
It’s safe to say that at this point in time, with people out of work and not knowing when the next
paycheck will come, folks everywhere can use even more feel good than they did a year ago. With
that, Elements is now accepting nominations for this year’s home exterior home makeover contest. If
you know someone in TD who can use a little lift — and whose house could use a little TLC — nominate them online at elementsmtn.co.
~ Juliana Demarest/Moonshine Ink

DECKED OUT: Alex and Conor Ball and their two children were the
lucky winners of the first Elements Mountain Company exterior home
makeover contest in 2019. Nomination applications for this year’s
contest are now available. Courtesy photo

4 Speaker Series Raises Over $230,000 for Tahoe Nonprofits
TAHOE CITY
Alpenglow Sports concluded its 14th annual Winter Speaker Series, presented by
Peak Design, in February. Professional skier Hadley Hammer capped the 2019/20
season with an entertaining tale of skiing adventure in remote and dangerous
mountain ranges across the globe. Through an unprecedented raffle and the aid of
an anonymous philanthropic donor party, the evening raised nearly $50,000 for the
Tahoe Fund, a group that seeks to use the power of philanthropy to improve the
Lake Tahoe environment for all to enjoy.
In 14 years, the winter speaker series has raised over $530,000 for local nonprofits,
including the Sierra Avalanche Center, Tahoe Nordic Search and Rescue, Project
Mana, the High Fives Foundation, and many more. The season welcomed handchosen nonprofit beneficiaries Adventure Risk Challenge, Truckee Donner Land
Trust, Achieve Tahoe, Sierra Community House, and the Tahoe Fund.
~ Alpenglow Sports press release

TRUCKEE

TA H O E C I T Y

RENO

Looking to make a difference?
Support local businesses.

5 KidZone Receives Funding From SITD

WE AR
E HERE
FOR YO
U

TRUCKEE
Soroptimist International of Truckee Donner granted $6,000 to the KidZone
Museum to support their KidsReach program for underserved families with children
under 5 years old. The grant will be used to operate their bilingual outreach
services, which is critical to the children’s success.
“This is a huge help in bridging the gap in support we are facing with the news
that First 5 Placer County is no longer able to fund this program,” stated Carol
Meagher, director of the KidZone. “Soroptimist’s generosity gives us essential
funding so we can keep services going while we work to raise an additional
$20,000 to close the funding gap we face and offer hundreds of children and
families quality child development experiences at the museum. We are so
grateful.”
~ SITD press release

WE ARE HERE FOR YOU DURING THESE TRYING TIMES.
VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR OUR BUSINESS’ RESPONSE TO COVID-19.

53 0. 587. 20 02
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

MOONSHINEINK.COM
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MOUNTAIN LIFE

: ) humor in coronavirus :P
BY THE INTERNET

My body has
absorbed so much
soap and disinfectant
lately that when I pee
it cleans the toilet.

This morning I saw a
neighbor talking to her
cat. It was obvious she
thought her cat
understood her. I came
into my house, told my
dog..... we laughed a lot.

Every few days try your jeans
on just to make sure they fit.
Pajamas will have you believe
all is well in the kingdom.
34
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I’m so excited --- it’s time to take out
the garbage. What should I wear?
MOONSHINEINK.COM
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MOUNTAIN LIFE

: ) humor in coronavirus :P

HEAL INJURIES
WITHOUT SURGERY!

The world keeps
turning – see you
on the other side!

Ask Us About PRP
A minimally-invasive treatment using your dog’s
own blood to enhance healing of injured tendons,
ligaments, and arthritic joints!
Paired with a rehabilitation program catered to your
pet’s needs, PRP helps decrease inflammation,
improve tissue regeneration, and help get your
Tahoe dog back to the trails.
Same day procedure.
Also: Ask about exercises and techniques
to prevent injury before it happens!

530-581-3117 • Gift Cards Available
599 N. Lake Blvd., Ste. A • Tahoe City, CA 96145
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

Dr. Wendy Robinson, DVM

12068 Donner Pass Rd, Truckee • 530-582-1133
Ta h o e H o l i s t i c V e t . c o m

MOONSHINEINK.COM
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MOUNTAIN LIFE

Help for those struggling with suicidal thoughts
BY TOBY GUEVIN | Special to Moonshine Ink

L ike many of us, you or your family
may have been touched by someone who died by suicide or has had
thoughts of suicide. It may be
someone you’ve identified
with from afar whose
death draws national
headlines, or it may
be someone much
closer to home. You
are not alone.

According to the
Center for Disease
Control and
Prevention, nearly
4% of all people in
the U.S. experience
thoughts of suicide
in a given year. The
stigma surrounding
suicide keeps many
people from asking
for help, and it also
keeps from the
minds of those close
to someone with
suicidal thoughts the possibility that
they could be struggling.

36
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Most people experiencing thoughts
of suicide will never act on their

locally to prevent suicide in Tahoe/
Truckee — to reduce the number of
suicides through public education
and training.
Research tells us there are actions
people can take to help prevent
suicide. In Tahoe/Truckee, we
are fortunate to have many local
and national resources to support
people experiencing thoughts of
suicide. These resources include
both in-person support and crisis
lines, text lines, and other online
services.
Research has also shown that crisis
lines save lives Local and national
crisis lines are available to support
people experiencing thoughts of
suicide.

The following local hotlines
are available 24 hours a day,
seven days a week:
thoughts and only a very small
percentage will die by suicide. Still,
we continue
to lose too
many loved
ones to
suicide. It is
the goal of
the Tahoe
Truckee
Suicide
Prevention
Coalition
— a team
of organizations,
agencies,
and individuals working
MOONSHINEINK.COM

Call Sierra Community House
Helpline, (800) 736-1060, and
Nevada County Local Crisis Line,
(530) 265-581, for phone counseling
and connections to additional local
crisis and mental health supports.
The National Suicide Lifeline is also
available 24/7 at (800) 273-8255.
In addition to the primary lifeline,
it also provides specialized lifeline
services for veterans by calling
(800) 272-8255 and pressing option
1, and for Spanish speakers at
(888) 628-9454.
There are also connections to other
resources on its website:
suicidepreventionlifeline.org.

Illustrations by Sarah Miller /Moonshine Ink

You Are Not Alone

Between July 2018 and June 2019,
nearly 1,000 callers from Nevada
County reached out to the National
Suicide Lifeline looking for help,
including more than 300 veterans.
It’s a positive sign that more people
are reaching out for help, since it can
save a life.
For individuals interested in learning
more about the signs of suicide and
how to support friends and family
who might be struggling, Nevada
County Public Health offers free
suicide prevention trainings, from a
one-hour introduction to the signs of
suicide to a two-day intensive course
on suicide intervention. Information
on the signs of suicide are also available on the state’s Know the Signs
website, suicideispreventable.org.
The pain and loss that can lead
someone to consider suicide are real,
as is the stigma that keeps so many
from accessing life-saving resources.
Thankfully, there are ways we can try
to help — by learning about the signs
of suicide and the resources available
to help those in our community who
are struggling.
To learn more about suicide prevention resources, contact Toby Guevin,
suicide prevention coordinator with
Nevada County Public Health at toby.
guevin@co.nevada.ca.us or go to the
Tahoe Truckee Suicide Prevention
Coalition website, tahoelifeline.org.
~ Toby Guevin is a suicide prevention
coordinator with Nevada County
Public Health and a member of the
Tahoe Truckee Suicide Prevention
Coalition.
TAHOE/TRUCKEE INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
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SUICIDE PREVENTION RESOURCES
WARNING SIGNS OF SUICIDE

• Talking about death or suicide

• Changes in behavior

• Seeking methods of self-harm

• Expressions of hopelessness,
desperation and despair

• Changes in mood

• Putting affairs in order

CRISIS LINES:

Sierra Community House Helpline:
(800) 736-1060

National Suicide Lifeline:
(800) 273-8255
(Press 1 for the Veteran Crisis Line)

Nevada County Local Crisis Line:
(530) 265-5811

National Suicide Lifeline en Español:
(888) 628-9454

CA Youth Crisis Line:
(800) 843-5200

The Trevor Project Lifeline (LGBTQ+):
(866) 488-7386

Text LINES:

National Crisis Text Line:
Text “HOME” to 741741

Veteran Crisis Text Line:
Text to 838255

ONLINE RESOURCES, INCLUDING CRISIS CHAT LINES:

Tahoe Truckee Suicide Prevention Coalition: tahoelifeline.org
National Suicide Lifeline: suicidepreventionlifeline.org
Veterans Crisis Line: veteranscrisisline.net

The Trevor Project: thetrevorproject.org
Know the Signs: suicideispreventable.org
Nevada County Public Health Suicide Prevention:
mynevadacounty.com/2918/16101/Suicide-Prevention

CABONASI

READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

MOONSHINEINK.COM
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SOUL KITCHEN

Waste Less, Save More
How to cut food waste in the kitchen

BY DANA GUNDERS RIVERO
Special to Moonshine Ink

W

asting less food is one of those
uniquely win-win efforts that
helps both the environment and
your wallet. The average family of
four spends over $120 per month
on food that never gets eaten, and
wasting less food was ranked the
number one climate solution out of
76 evaluated by Project Drawdown.
Plus, saving just one hamburger
from being thrown out is equivalent
to saving a 90-minute shower’s

worth of water. So in these times
when some have been hoarding
food, follow these tips to make sure
you’re using it as well.

Plan your meals
Rotate through “meal sets” of two or
three meals that utilize ingredients of
which you tend to have excess (e.g.,
cilantro or celery). Acknowledge
that lazy nights of frozen pizza or
takeout happen and plan them in.

Mountain Bounty Farm
Growing food for our community with
love and care since 1997

Include “eat down” nights when you
empty out the fridge to make use of
anything that still needs using up.
Remember, the moment you buy
food, you’ve committed to it.

Buy local food
It’s fresher and therefore lasts longer,
giving you more time to get around
to using it — not to mention it helps
support the local economy. The
Tahoe Food Hub even has a new
Harvest to Order program where
your produce is harvested the day
before it gets to you!

Store food well
Taking the extra few minutes to store
food properly can buy you days of
shelf life in return. Strawberries do
best laid in single layers with cloth
or paper towels between them; nuts
keep better in the refrigerator; meat
should be kept on the bottom shelf;
and eggs belong in the main fridge
(not the door).

Friend your freezer
Freezing food is like hitting the pause
button, and most anything can be
frozen. Pop your half-used milk in there
before vacation, and find it waiting for
your morning coffee upon your return.
Cheese (best shredded and used for
cooking), eggs (out of shell and raw,
scrambled), bread (sliced), and tomato
products (pasta sauce, tomato paste)
all freeze well too. The more airtight
you pack products, the more likely you
are to avoid freezer burn — which is
only an issue of taste, not safety.

the food is at its peak quality — not
indicating the food is bad. Most food,
including dairy, can safely be eaten
after those dates. As a rule of thumb,
foods that pregnant women are told
to avoid are the ones to be careful
with.

Revive older food
Soak wilting veggies in ice water to
re-crisp them. Reverse the staling
process of bread, crackers, or tortilla
chips with a one- to two-minute
toast.

Unleash your creativity
The best food waste warriors
approach the kitchen with a useit-up mentality. Frittatas, pasta
salad, and good ole “refrigerator
soup” are classic catch-all meals
to make use of the veggie, meat,
and cheese scraps you have
around. Don’t be afraid to open
that fridge and go wild. Leftover
stir fry can make fun “world tacos,”
and wrinkled fruit is excellent for
infused vodka.

Find out more
A great resource for many more tips
on storing, reviving, and cooking all
your food is savethefood.com.
~ Dana Gunders Rivero is the
founder of Next Course, which
develops strategies toward an
efficient food future.

Learn the myth of
expiration dates
MountainBountyFarm.com
Call to join our CSA anytime (530) 292-3776
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Contrary to popular belief, “best by”
and “sell by” dates are actually just
manufacturer suggestions for when

Cart Photo: Wade Snider/ Moonshine ink
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• It doesn’t all fit here. Visit moonshineink.com/tap for the full calendar, or to add an event.

TAP CALENDAR

ONGOING

ONGOING

ONGOING

ONGOING

ONGOING

ONGOING

TAP HIGHLIGHTS: Ongoing virtual offerings in the time of COVID-19 include the joy of dance at InnerRhythms, scientific minds with Headwaters Science Institute, going with the flow at Tahoe Flow Arts,
and keeping strong with Tahoe Mountain Fitness. Courtesy photos

ONGOING
FAMILY | Geared For Games,

Tahoe City
Looking for new ideas for family fun?
Geared for Games in Tahoe City
is stocked up on puzzles, books,
games, arts and crafts, and more.
Call them at (530) 581-4263 or
message hestertoystore@gmail.com
to create an order.
Family | Preschool Gymnastic
Mini Lesson

This downloadable gymnastic lesson
is designed to help keep your tot busy
during the ‘stay at home’ order. The
video was created by coaches Petra,
Tyler, and Kieran, and all you will need
is a pillow and a stuffed animal to
join the fun. You do not need to be
a member to follow along with these
videos from High Sierra Gymnastics.
They’ll be sending out lessons every
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. Info:
highsierragym.com; virtual videos at
vimeo.com/highsierragym
FAMILY | Virtual Kids Yoga

Kidding Around Yoga classes offer an
age-appropriate yoga practice including breathing instruction, relaxation
techniques, stretching, and strengthening poses, all using fun-filled music,
games, and imagination. This is not
your typical yoga class. These classes
will get your child singing, dancing,
laughing, moving, and storytelling
while practicing yoga and developing
skills to help throughout life. Info:

Mondays and Fridays 3:30 to 4 p.m.;
Pre-K to fourth grade, $8 drop-in;
truckeeyogacollective.com
FAMILY | Free Kids’ App

Game On Family offers free familyfriendly game tutorials, and also
creates games and books for young
kids to teach them emotional and
social skills. From charades and sharks
and minnows to board games and
brain puzzles, this site will keep you
occupied. Info: gameonfamily.com
WELLNESS | Kellee Rich Yoga

Follow along with live classes in the
Virtual OM Yoga Studio, daily at 9
a.m. Beyond live yoga class offerings,
she will include guest teachers and
DJs. Classes will continue to be free
for first responders, doctors, nurses,
and therapists. Paid classes are
ongoing. Drop-in and class packs are
available at kelleerichyoga.com.
WELLNESS | Kellee Cooper Coaching

Receive support with becoming
self-aware, communication, spiritual
development, and energy practices.
Life coaching is a way for you to show
up for yourself in the deepest way
possible. Info: $115 for 75-minute
virtual sessions; kcoopercoaching.com
WELLNESS | Truckee Yoga Collective

Go to the Mindbody app and reserve
your yoga class spot no less than 30
minutes before class so we can email
you a link for the class. The link will
contain information on how to sign up

for a Zoom account if you do not have
one and how to access the class once
you are signed up. If you are not sure
and/or if you have not received an
email at least 15 minutes before class,
email info@truckeeyogacollective.
com. Everyone taking class needs to
be registered even if you are practicing with multiple people in the room.
Info: Packages and pricing are online
at truckeeyogacollective.com.
WELLNESS | Three Feather Holistic

Explore Reiki, shamanic energy
mapping, and more with Tanya Fuller.
Explore a blend of energy healing
modalities to support the shifts, transitions, and rites of passage occurring
in your life. Offering a free 15-minute
phone session. Info: (775) 742-5936;
threefeathersholistic.com
WELLNESS | Kristin Herr Life

Coaching
Deep down, you know you’re ready
for more. You already have everything
you need to shift your life into the
more you’ve been dreaming of. With
a clear plan of action, anything is possible. Info: phone sessions available;
kristinherr.com
FLOW STATE | Optimize Your Life

Adjusting to, and even thriving in,
coronavirus times seems hard to
imagine. This individualized workshop
helps you address shifting schedules
and priorities, successfully dealing
with anxiety, depression, staying

healthy, and having kids 24/7. Info:
$5 for an hour-long phone session;
connect directly by calling (530) 3070252 or email nicbenter@gmail.com;
nicolebenter.com
FLOW STATE | Elevation Tarot

Connect with your higher self to live
your highest purpose. Dive deep into
a single situation or ask the cards for
guidance on what’s calling for exploration in the present moment. You will
begin with a meditation to open the
heart’s wisdom and set intention, then
you’ll craft the question that gets right
to the heart of the matter. Choose
from multiple different price-points and
readings online. Info: elevationtarot.com
FLOW STATE | Meditation with For

Goodness Sake
Meditation and conversation give us
a sense of connectedness and can
be incredibly supportive. The need
for community is stronger than ever
as we navigate collective uncertainty.
Together and individually, we can
embrace these conditions as the context of our practice, grateful for the
teachings and for one another during
these complex times. Info: online
classes vary; forgoodnesssake.org
FITNESS | Tahoe Mountain Fitness

Live-stream classes with your favorite
TMF instructors are a go! Unlock
the best version of yourself from
the comfort of home while keeping
yourself safe and healthy. Look for the
See CALENDAR p. 40
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complete schedule of live-stream
Zoom classes online, including
The Trip, Body Combat, Body
Pump, pilates, and more. Free
access to Les Mills on-demand
for members. Open to members
and nonmembers. Contact for
nonmember rates. Sign up online.
Info: tahoemountainfit.com
FITNESS | The Bar Effect

Hoping to tone up during this
strange time of quarantine? The
Bar Effect is continuing classes via
Zoom to help put you in a good
headspace, give you some muchneeded adult time, and make your
body work. Info: $8 virtual classes,
seven days a week; thebareffect.com
FITNESS | Tahoe Flow Arts

All live classes are free. Click on or
enter the zoom link at the time of
class. Option to buy a class pack or
unlimited if it is within your means.
Classes include FitCamp, HIIT
cardio, and STRONG by Zumba.
Info: tahoeflow.com
FITNESS | Liv Studio

Liv Studio is offering virtual Les
Mills group fitness classes, dance
classes, and pilates classes. Info:
pricing and reservations online;
livstudiotruckee.com

DANCE | InnerRhythms Dance

Classes
Teaching everything from ballet and
contemporary to musical theater jazz
and adult hip-hop, InnerRhythms is
continuing their classes via Zoom.
Find more information about their
class levels, age groups (everything
from toddler to adult), and pricing
online at innerrhythms.org
DANCE | Digital Dance with

Miss Cami
While we all do our part and stay
inside, you and your kids can join
Miss Cami for some digital dance
classes. Each live-streaming dance
class is pay-what-you-can, and
donations are appreciated but not
required. She teaches tap and ballet
for beginner and intermediate levels.
Info: Go to the Facebook page
called Digital Dance with Miss Cami
to sign-up for classes.
COMMUNITY | Write Cards for

Your Tahoe Neighbors
Have some more free time than you’d
like? Consider making cards, letters,
and/or drawings for healthcare providers and staff of the Tahoe Forest
Health System to show community
appreciation and support during this
trying time. Residents of the Tahoe
Forest Hospital Extended Care Center

would also enjoy letters, cards, and
pictures from the community. Mail to:
Tahoe Forest Hospital, PO Box 759,
Attn: Human Resources, Truckee, CA
96160. Info: do not drop off at the
hospital or HR as we are all trying to
flatten the curve.
COMMUNITY | Sierra Bible Church

Presents Virtual Sermons
Sierra Bible Church of Truckee is doing
virtual sermons live on Facebook every
Sunday at 10 a.m. Families can participate in Pastor Glen at 10 on Facebook
Live every Monday through Thursday.
Info: sierrabible.org/covid
ART | The Painted Vine

What a better time to channel your
inner Bob Ross! The Painted Vine
brings your favorite traveling painting
party home, with Facebook livestream
classes every Saturday at 4:30 p.m.
Class is free and donations are appreciated but not requested. Check out
The Painted Vine’s Facebook page for
a list of supplies needed for upcoming classes. Materials can be ordered
in advance by emailing paintedvine@
gmail.com. Info: painted-vine.com
ART | Carmel Art Gallery

The gallery has announced the
release of nature video Superbloom,
just in time to provide some comfort
during these stay-at-home days. This

and other videos, including Summer
on Mount Rainier and Grand Canyon
Vistas, are now available to view on
the gallery’s Youtube channel. With
many of us confined to our homes
during this COVID-19 emergency, the
hope is that these videos will provide
a source of calm relaxation during
these stressful times. There is also
a selection of trail videos for those
of you doing indoor workouts. Info:
thecarmelgallery.com; naturestream.tv
ART | Adopt an Artist Fund

Trails & Vistas started a new adopt
an artist fund for its local member
artists, which include 53 creatives
of poetry, music, storytelling,
dance, and visual art. Many in the
community have reached out to
see how they can help out. You can
show support by making a donation to the Trails & Vistas family of
artists. Info: trailsandvistas.org
EDUCATION | Headwaters Science

Institute
Online lessons will be posted by 9
a.m. Monday through Friday, including
weekly science lessons with homework
assignments, lunch with a scientist
(Q&A), office hours via Google
Hangouts, a mini science challenge (a
short, weekly activity), and fun science
Friday lessons. Info: headwatersscienceinstitute.org/online-learning.

See CALENDAR p. 42
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Log in.
We’re open.

Roxanne Duffield Ins Agcy Inc
Roxanne Duffield, Agent
Insurance Lic#: 0L53516
insuranceroxanne.com
530-550-9000

When you’d rather log in than walk in, check out
our new mobile app. It’s been redesigned with
you in mind to help make your life even easier.
DOWNLOAD THE STATE FARM® MOBILE APP
IN THE APP STORE OR GOOGLE PLAY TODAY.

1708120

State Farm, Home Office, Bloomington, IL

THANK YOU

SIERRA
N E VA D A
UNIVERSITY

COLLEGE OF ENTREPRENEURIAL LEADERSHIP

ENTREPRENEURS.
LEADERS.
DOERS.
MADE HERE

MOONSHINE INK!

…AND DOCTORS, NURSES, HOSPITAL STAFF, PHARMACISTS,
EMTS, POLICE, SHERIFF, FIRE FIGHTERS, SANITATION WORKERS,
GROCERY STORE EMPLOYEES, INTERNET PROVIDERS, TRUCK DRIVERS
& EVERYONE ELSE WORKING NOW TO HELP OUR COMMUNITY!
www.TahoeDaves.com
TAHOE
CITY

TRUCKEE
DOWNTOWN

TRUCKEE
WEST

KINGS
BEACH

SQUAW
VALLEY

For Goodness Sake

Opening hearts and minds for the sake of goodness

Many Classes Online! See website for details.

Learn From Successful Leaders in
Our Mentorship Program
Hands-On Classes Taught by
Professionals in Their Fields
Job Readiness is Guaranteed

The Center has been closed
and will be until
Stay at Home is lifted.

Many classes are
online so send email to
info@goodnesssake.org
if you don’t receive the
newsletter to be sure you
get on our mailing list.

VISIT OUR CAMPUS TODAY AND APPLY
FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE
LIMITED ENROLLMENT

10157 Donner Pass Road, Truckee, CA 96161
530-587-8981 | www.goodnesssake.org
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

sierranevada.edu/visit | admissions@sierranevada.edu
999 Tahoe Blvd, Incline Village, NV | 866-412-4636
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Safe Spaces

Smart social distancing in the great outdoors

BY MOLLY WILCOX
Moonshine Ink

A

s we settle into the reality of
what yet another month of
staying home might mean, it’s
important not to get too stir crazy.
Kids are home, roommates are
home, your house feels smaller
than ever, and the pressure to be
productive is encroaching on any
free space left. First of all, let’s
just take a long, slow, deep
breath. Hold it in. Let it out.
Good.
Over the past month, ski
resorts have closed all
across the world and, here
in the Sierra, just as winter
finally arrived — as we’re
very well aware. Thankfully,
Tahoe still has ample options
to explore the great outdoors.
Here’s a guide to social distancing
while you’re venturing out and
about in the region.
Steve Reynaud, an avalanche
forecaster with the Sierra Avalanche

Cross-country trails: Tahoe XC
out of Dollar Point is currently
grooming for preexisting season
pass holders only.
Backcountry: Be aware of
avalanche warnings, always
bring your
beacon
and
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Center and owner of Tahoe
Mountain School, in a previous
article told Moonshine that since
the governor’s stay-at-home order,
there’s been a surge of backcountry

local medical resources and
recommended that “everybody
should hopefully use the avalanche
forecast [a tool created by the SAC]
on a daily basis, no matter if they’re
snowshoeing or backcountry skiing
or cross-country skiing … definitely
use the product.”
Enjoying the outdoors during
quarantine:

use. (See: Do Not Visit Tahoe/
Truckee online.) Reynaud stressed
the importance of not straining

probe (and know how to
use them!), and never go
alone (see 10-foot distancing
suggestion above). Some
local backcountry
favorites are Castle
Peak and Mt. Rose.
To skin up Castle
Peak, take the
same exit
as Boreal
Mountain
right off
Interstate
80, but
head the other
direction. Access
for Mt. Rose is
easy from the top
of State Route 431,
Mt. Rose Highway,
above the Northeast
Shore of Lake Tahoe.
MOONSHINEINK.COM

First of all, let’s rename
social distancing to physical
distancing. As we’ve
seen with the endless
screenshots of Zoom and
FaceTime calls over the past
few weeks, socializing and
checking in with loved ones is
a key component in maintaining
good mental health, even when
we’re forced into technologically
assisted communication only.

Photo by Wade Snider/Moonshine Ink

CALENDAR from p. 39

avoid the spread of the virus. So
when you’re on the trails in the
next month, please, for the love
of all the things you love, practice
physical distancing. Experts are
saying to stay 6 feet apart, but let’s
aim for 10 feet, just for safety’s
sake. But, remember, we’re still
human: Eye contact and a smile
are just fine to remind one another
we’re all in this strange time
together.
If you’re used to exercising with
a buddy, call said buddy on the
phone as you walk or bike. If you’re
exploring the backcountry, drive
yourself to meet your
friends, and be
conscious of
the space
between
you.

However, physical distancing from
one another is ever so crucial to

Snowshoeing trails: Donner
Summit is a personal favorite
for snowshoeing. To access
the area, drive up Donner
Pass Road and park
across the street from
Donner Ski Ranch.
For lakeside paths,
try hopping on the
Tahoe Rim Trail
at Ward Creek
(near Tahoe City)
to Twin Peaks Trail
for a lightly trafficked
11-mile out-and-back trail.

path hub, which connects
to trails that lead to Alpine
Meadows and Squaw Valley
to the west, Sugar Pine Point
State Park to the south, and
Dollar Point to the east. The
Incline Village/Lakeshore
Drive Bike Path takes you
along parts of the East Shore.
So grab your hand sanitizer,
listen to “Wide Open
Spaces” by The Dixie Chicks,
and get to it.

Paved walking/running/
biking trails: The Legacy
Trail in Truckee is 9.1 miles
along the Truckee River. The
Tahoe Trailways Bike Path in
Tahoe City serves as a bike
TAHOE/TRUCKEE INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER

Helping Hands

When the going gets tough, Tahoe gets going
BY JULIANA DEMAREST | Moonshine Ink

R

esidents of the greater Tahoe/Truckee area are known to take care of their own. When a neighbor is in need, community
members rally to help out in whatever ways they can, whether it be through physical acts of kindness or donating to
someone’s GoFundMe. And in this time when the entire world is facing a crisis head-on, Tahoeites have come through once
again in all their selfless glory.
Although we’re all generally confined to our homes, the outpouring of support for others in this time of need has been nothing short of astounding. Folks of
all races, ages, creeds, and demographics have joined to help others as we face the socioeconomic effects of the novel coronavirus pandemic. Lest we forget:
We’re all in this together.

Moonshine Ink is proud to share with our readers just a small sampling of the ways people have come together to lend a helping hand. And since we’re certain
that there are many more examples of selfless acts out there, we encourage you to share your stories with us by emailing editors@moonshineink.com.

SPEEDY DELIVERY: People of all ages answered
the call to send some messages of cheer to
seniors and those who might be alone during
the stay-at-home mandate. Courtesy photo

PETPOURRI: The Pet Pantry at the Humane
Society of Truckee-Tahoe is fully stocked with a
variety of dog and cat food for those who might
be having a hard time putting food on the table
and in the bowl. Courtesy photo

“I am absolutely blown away by the community and their willingness to rise to the
occasion,” Quirarte told Moonshine Ink
in an email. “I have witnessed so much
selflessness, genuine compassion, and
true love for absolute strangers. Although
it feels like my heart is breaking on a daily
basis [for those in need], watching our
group brings it back to fullness.”

THE BEST OF TRUCKEE TAHOE
PEOPLE
Oh, social media. So helpful yet so
hurtful at the same time. Unless you’re
sparring viciously about whether outof-towners should be allowed to come
to their vacation homes or short-term
rentals, during the coronavirus health
crisis, regional social media pages
like the Truckee Tahoe People group
on Facebook have been a useful tool
when it comes to facing this worldwide pandemic.
As stay-at-home mandates began to
go into effect in March, forcing the
closure of businesses of all types,
countless people turned to Truckee
Tahoe People to ask how they could
help others in need. During these
times, “need” can be defined in any
which way you can imagine: donations
of food, time, or money; rental assistance; personal protective equipment;
or even sending cards filled with cheer
to those who might be alone.
Former TTP administrator Amie Quirarte
took note and found a way to connect all
of the folks looking to help out, working
under the umbrella of Truckee Tahoe
People’s 501(c)(3) nonprofit extension:
Emergency Relief - Tahoe/Truckee Covid19 on Facebook.
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

Quirarte continued, explaining there is
a broad spectrum of ways people are
looking to help, ranging from shopping
and delivering groceries (and paying for
them with their own money) to monetary
donations to ordering material for goody
bags. The group so far has delivered 100
bags to hospital workers, 65 to senior
citizens, and another 100 to grocery store
workers. Volunteers assemble and deliver
the bags, while children draw pictures
to accompany them. In one single day,
the nonprofit paid rent for six families in
need, delivered groceries to four different
families, and gave the Boys and Girls
Club of North Lake Tahoe money to serve
curbside dinners.
“There will never be enough words to
express my gratitude and my appreciation
for what you’ve done,” Quirarte wrote
to her TTP community. “Not just in the
sense of giving, helping, and donating,
but more importantly, for restoring my
faith in humanity. More often than not,
people are scary when they’re scared. But
not you. You have shown fierce bravery
and selflessness when people needed
you the most. And for that, I am eternally
grateful. I continuously remind myself that
in moments of hardship, we must always
find the light. And if we can’t find the
light, we must create it. You have created
it. Please don’t ever stop being the light.”

PET-FRIENDLY PROVISIONS
The economic effects of mandated
business closures are far-reaching. If you’re
struggling to put food on the table for the
humans in your household, you might also
be worrying about how you’re going to
feed your furry family members.
The Humane Society of Truckee-Tahoe’s
Pet Pantry exists for this very reason, and
the shelter has now partnered with the
Boys and Girls Club of North Lake Tahoe
to distribute pet food to families enrolled
in their food assistance program. They will
also be initiating a delivery service, accessible for sign up on the HSTT website.
Distribution drop-off times are also in the
works for the senior centers in Truckee
and Sierra County and Bread and Broth in
South Lake Tahoe.
A nonprofit with a mission near and dear
to the hearts of many area residents, HSTT
has brought joy to the lives of countless
folks who’ve adopted dogs, cats, and
other critters. But it is not unusual for
pet surrender rates to go up in times of
financial crisis, when people can sometimes be faced with the choice of feeding
themselves or their pets. HSTT and Town
of Truckee Animal Services want to keep
as many pets in homes as possible during
these uncertain times.

“In our animal-loving area, the decision
to rehome a pet is heartbreaking and
sad,” said Erin Ellis, director of community
engagement. “HSTT is here to help pet
owners through that selfless process by
providing medical care, healthy food, and
a safe, warm place to live for every pet
that comes our way. The Humane Society
of Truckee-Tahoe needs your financial
support to prepare to help our community caringly rehome their pets when
necessary.”
The Truckee Town Council voted March 25
in favor of assisting the Pet Pantry program
with a $5,000 donation. For a bit of
perspective, that much money could feed
55 dogs or 150 cats for an entire month.
“We are beside ourselves by the support
our community has shown us and continues to show us during this very difficult
time,” Ellis said.
As countless other businesses and organizations have had to do at this time, HSTT has
temporarily closed its doors to the public,
but before doing so was able to clear the
shelter of all its four-legged guests.
“We cleared the shelter in less than a week
(both adoptions and foster homes),” Ellis
said explaining that should any animals
come in during the closure period, there
are 70 foster homes ready at a moment’s
notice. “This challenging time has given us
the opportunity to learn how to operate in
different ways to continue our life-saving
mission at HSTT. It’s incredible to see how
our little community has stepped up to
help both people and pets in need.”
To learn more about giving or receiving
help see Info box p. 44 or visit hstt.org
HELPING HANDS see p. 44
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DRIVE THRU: Old Trestle Distillery has gone from
whiskey barrels to gallon jugs, taking a hiatus
from crafting distilled spirits in favor of mixing
up batches of hand sanitizer. They’re distributing
smaller travel-sized bottles for free outside the
Truckee distillery’s River Park Place location on
Fridays from noon to 1 p.m. Photo by Wade Snider/
Moonshine Ink

LENDING A SANITIZED HAND
The line of cars in wait more
resembled those stretching the
length of an In-N-Out drive-thru
lane than what is typical for the
relatively quiet River Park Place
in Truckee. But the folks lined
up weren’t waiting to get their
hands on a juicy burger. No, they
were there to grab themselves a
couple of what became an overnight hot commodity: bottles of
hand sanitizer.
“Thanks for doing this,” a woman
says with a smile as she reaches
out the driver’s side window and
grabs two bottles of the sanitizer
off a table. She, as did numerous others, offered a donation
in exchange for the cherished
packaged goods, which was
graciously declined by those
manning the stand. The bottles
were free with the condition that
each car only take two.

Just off the road sits Old
Trestle Distillery. Inside, the
subtle fragrance of whiskey
hangs in the air and barrels
filled with various spirits
are stacked to the ceiling.
But since the effects of the
novel coronavirus started
to creep across the country,
Old Trestle has halted production of its signature gin, vodka,
and whiskey, and all efforts have
focused on whipping up batches
of hand sanitizer.
“Once the World Health
Organization stepped in with
its recommendations as far as
ingredients percentage, dosing,
that kind of a thing, then that kind
of opened the door for us to start
looking into this,” master distiller
Jake Holshue told Moonshine Ink.
“We are not a manufacturer of
chemical products, we’re a food
and beverage manufacturer, so
they had to relax some rules as far
as who could produce this.”
With over 2,000 producers of craft
spirits in the U.S., Holshue, who
is on the board of directors of the
American Craft Spirits Association,
said there are many producers who

are able to help the
communities they serve.
The goal is to ensure
that it is done in a manner that keeps everyone
safe and healthy.

“It started with the
obvious need in the
community, when you read all
the articles about a rush on hand
sanitizer and people hoarding,
etc.,” Old Trestle owner Andy
Barr explained.
With empty shelves in stores far
and wide, people had turned to
playing mixologist at home and
making their own hand sanitizer
concoctions using recipes found
online.
“First and foremost, don’t do
that. Please, don’t do that,”
Holshue said with a laugh, but at
the same time intending it as a
plea to people to not make their
own homebrew.
Old Trestle’s sanitizer is made with
the purest form of ingredients,
starting with neutral grain spirit,
which is the base for the distillery’s
spirits. At 96% alcohol, 193 proof,
it’s as clean and pure as you can get
with no additives. “This isn’t hillbilly
moonshine,” Holshue joked. It also
contains glycerin, which helps the
skin, and hydrogen peroxide, which
denatures bacteria and viruses.
Another big difference: “We have
the scientific equipment to scien-

tifically measure the percentage of
alcohol, which most people don’t
have at home,” Holshue said. “This
is kind of in our wheelhouse.”
At first, they weren’t sure how
much to make, said Barr, but
they soon realized the demand
was pretty high. Through word of
mouth and social media exposure,
they’ve gotten requests from
all over California. On April 8,
Mountain Lion Aviation partnered
with Truckee Tahoe Airport to
deliver 150 gallons to the San
Francisco Police Department and
the San Francisco Police Officer
Association. (See Business Briefs,
p. 32) But the focus remains local,
with gallon-size jugs being distributed to first responders and those
on the medical front line. And it’s
all being given away for free.
“We’re not charging a dime for
this. We don’t want a dime for
this,” Holshue said.
So far, they’ve held three drivethru distributions for the public.
How long production goes on
depends how long the need
remains.
“This is just a — hopefully — a
very temporary retargeting,” Barr
said. “Needs say that we have
to do this for now, so that’s what
we’re doing.”
Now, if only they could make toilet
paper …

HSTT Info box from p. 43

If you are experiencing financial hardship, drop by the Truckee Animal Shelter or the
South Lake Tahoe location to pick up free pet food. Truckee food pick-up is available
every day between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. at 10961 Stevens Lane. South Lake Tahoe food
pick-up is available at 3438 South Lake Blvd. Wednesdays through Fridays, noon to 3
p.m. and Saturdays from 9 a.m. to noon.
For those looking to help, both monetary and Pet Pantry donations are crucially
needed. Norcal Nature’s Select is donating $3 to HSTT for every 30-ound bag at
norcal.naturesselectpetfood.com/products/gifts-and-donations/donate-kibble-tothe-humane-society-of-truckee-tahoe. HSTT is collecting donations of unopened,
unexpired pet food and cat litter. You can also donate directly to the Pet Pantry
or make a donation by shopping the Amazon Wish List using Amazon Smile. Just
remember to choose Humane Society of Truckee-Tahoe Inc. as your chosen nonprofit.
HSTT is having an emergency Giving Tuesday on May, when the shelter will have
$20,000 in matching funds available and everyone who makes a $300 tax-deductible
contribution will be entered to win a $500 VISA gift card. Anyone who gives up to
$300 to a qualified 501(c)(3) charitable organization, including HSTT, can get an easy
tax break. Under the CARES Act, taxpayers can now take a deduction for up to $300
in charitable contributions if they don’t itemize on their 2020 tax form.
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MASK MAKER, MAKE ME A MASK: Tahoe Forest
Hospital Extended Care Center nurse Tess MalvarHallmark heard of the need for masks at a Washington
State hospital where her coworker’s son-in-law is
a physician assistant. A newbie to the needle, she
teamed up with her sewing-machine-skilled mother to
make masks to send to him, but friends far and wide
are keeping the duo busy with requests for masks of
their own. Courtesy photo

Incline Village resident Toree
Warfield. Word of her mission has indeed spread, with
people posting on pages like
Truckee Tahoe People queries
seeking masks being referred
to Warfield.
SEWING MACHINES
For those looking to lend a hand
in one way or another during this
worldwide crisis, social media has
proven to be a most useful tool.
But there’s a group of folks with a
particular skillset that are making
use of a more conventional tool:
the sewing machine.
As word spread about shortages
of medical supplies far and wide,
seamstresses the world over took
to social media pages to find
out who was in need of masks,
sharing patterns, searching for
materials, and recruiting others to
start churning out homemade face
masks. And while they might not
be medical grade, the Centers for
Disease Control issued guidelines
for those looking to get to work
making them.“Spread the word,
not the virus. Cover your face,”
is the slogan of Seamstresses for
Safety, a Facebook page started by

While Warfield is donating
her time to make masks
for those in need, a $5 donation
is helpful to offset the cost of
materials. And now that the CDC
has reversed its course and is
recommending everyone wear a
mask — medical grade or otherwise — whenever they go out,
Warfield could use a few more
hands at work. (Those seeking
masks or wanting to help out,
she said, can reach her via the
Seamstresses for Safety Facebook
page or directly at
(775) 772-9452.)
“I can only make seven masks per
hour,” Warfield to Moonshine Ink.
“I might be getting a little faster…”
Tess Malvar-Hallmark is a nurse
at the Tahoe Forest Hospital
Extended Care Center. When she
heard that a coworker’s son-in-law
said there was a great need for
masks at the hospital
at which he’s a
physician assistant,
she decided to ask
her own mother to
help out. But since
her mother, Agnes
Hallmark, has rheumatoid arthritis, with
her hands being the
most affected part of

GOGGLES FOR GOOD:
Within a few short hours
of putting out a social
media call for donations
of old ski goggles, the
collection bin at Tahoe
Sports Hub was already
starting to fill up. Rob
Cavallo, pictured, who
owns the Sports Hub with
his wife, Wrenn, will have
the collection bin in front
of the store daily from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Photo
by Juliana Demarest/
Moonshine Ink

READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

her body, sewing isn’t
as it used to be.

“She challenged me
to learn how to sew,”
Malvar-Hallmark said.
“We bought a new
sewing machine. It
was challenging but I’m getting
the concept. I spent two hours
[finishing] my first mask.”
After seeing a post on a Northern
Nevada Nurses Facebook page
asking if anyone is making masks,
Malvar-Hallmark decided to get
to work and answered the call.
She replied, saying they were
making masks, and began to
receive messages from friends
who were looking for some.
The first 10 masks were sent to
her coworker’s daughter and
son-in-law in Washington State.
They’ve got more in the works
to share with cousins in Orlando,
Florida, who are nurses, as well as
other family and friends who are
healthcare workers in Maryland,
Louisiana, and even the United
Kingdom. Of course, she’s also
sharing them with local friends
and co-workers.
The process is gradually speeding
up as Malvar-Hallmark and her
mother have gotten it down to a
science. “My mom said between
15 to 20 minutes per mask. If
it’s me, two hours,” she joked.
“But I am doing better. So, we
figured we can do [an] assembly
line-type of work. I cut and do
simple sewing then she does the
complicated ones.”
As a nurse who provides direct
care to patients, Malvar-Hallmark
knows that if she is not cautious,
she could bring germs of any sort
home to her mom, who has more
than two underlying conditions
and is immunocompromised.
“This goes [for] all nurses and
other healthcare workers,” she
said. “I don’t think it is the lack
of preparation but rather COVID19 [that] caught us off guard
worldwide.”
GOGGLES FOR DOCS
Masks aren’t the only personal
protective gear of which healthcare practitioners are in need. Eye
protection is also of great importance, given a shortage of clear
plastic face shields. The folks
MOONSHINEINK.COM

at Truckee’s Tahoe Sports Hub
found their own way of helping
out following a message received
over social media asking if they
could donate goggles to the
newly formed nonprofit Goggles
for Docs.
“We knew we wanted to donate
but thought there was also a
bigger opportunity for a mountain community like Truckee to
contribute,” said Wrenn Cavallo,
who owns Tahoe Sports Hub with
her husband, Rob.
A region filled with ski bums is
bound to have a hefty supply of
old goggles laying around, so
they decided to put a collection
bin out in front of their West
River Street storefront. Donations
can be dropped right in the bin
between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.
“One of the most amazing
things about this difficult time is
how quickly things can move,”
Cavallo said. “We have had to
adapt as a business and we have
seen our community innovate to
connect and support each other
in this strange new world.”
The collection bin was put out
on April 4, followed by a midmorning call-to-action among
friends and family via social
media.
“Since posting the announcement … I have received
messages from local EMTs and
a Tahoe Forest ER doc thanking
us for the effort and asking for
direct donations to these local
teams,” she said. “In a time
where it is easy to feel helpless,
it’s nice to be able to help.”
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WE’RE PUZZLED
We have questions.
For you.
We need answers.
From you.

April 25, Pluto stations
Astrology | On
retrograde. Pluto is linked

Do you like to puzzle? Do you enjoy this page? What do you love,
what don’t you like? Do you want this page to keep coming? If so,
are you up for sponsoring it and having the only ad on this page?
Email your feedback to quiz@moonshineink.com.

Q U I Z

C R O S S W O R D

CAN YOU GUESS
WHAT THIS IS?

Email quiz@moonshineink.com
with answer for a chance to
win a month’s gym membership to
Performance Training Center.

By Margie E. Burke

to the Freudian id, the
primordial urges within us
that compel our conscious
actions. It is particularly
associated with themes of
power and control, and the
experience of obsessions
and compulsions. Pluto governs the unseen
elements that allow for magic, but also the
unspoken motivations that can manifest as
manipulation. Pluto retrograde is a wonderful
time to parse our own inner psyche to get a grip
on the secret longings that fuel our regenerative
energy and let go of the hidden fears that
steer us toward more destructive tendencies.
Ultimately, though, Pluto is a transpersonal
planet. While this planet affects the individual,
its influence is best understood when viewed in
the broader scope of the collective. We are in a
time when the shadow side of society has taken
center stage. The deceleration of civilization
offers a reintroduction to our wild, instinctive
nature. The stripping away of our accepted
norms lays bare the channels of power we have
created. Pluto is all about inner resources. As
we are given pause to examine how and how
fairly our natural resources are sourced and
distributed across the planet, we are also given
the opportunity to tap into our inner strength
and transform how we choose to participate
with these constructs.
snowstorms gave us
Astronomy | March
an extension on the winter

LAST MONTH: We asked you to guess
the object in a macro image.

season, and there’s still time
to catch the “Winter Circle”
in the sky! The Winter Circle
is a large, hexagonal asterism
that connects six firstmagnitude stars that include
and surround Orion. At this
time of year, it can be found in the southwestern
sky after sunset. To locate this pattern, start by
finding Orion’s belt, beneath which is Rigel, one
of Orion’s “knees.” Next, draw a line eastward
from the belt to find the dazzling star, Sirius.
From Sirius, track upward to find Procyon, the
brightest star of the constellation Canis Minor.
Northwest of Procyon lie Castor and Pollux,
the twin stars of the constellation of Gemini.
West of these two is the red star Aldebaran. It is
north of Rigel, and the brilliant planet Venus is
currently nearby, providing an extra guidepost.
Draw a line between Pollux and Aldebaran and
then track north-westward from its midpoint to
find Capella, the star directly opposite Sirius in
the circle/hexagon. On April 26 through 28, the
waxing Crescent Moon will move through the
Winter Circle.

ANSWER: Studded Tire
WINNER: Geri Eisenberg

S U D O K U
Difficulty: Easy | Edited by Margie E. Burke

HOW TO SOLVE:
Each row must contain the numbers 1 to
9; each column must contain the number
1 to 9; and each set of 3 by 3 boxes must
contain the numbers 1 to 9.

~ Dawn Andreoni is yoga teacher and
astrologer living on the North Shore of Lake
Tahoe. You can find more about her offerings
at celestialdawnastrology.com or follow her at
facebook.com/astronotions.

FIND THE SOLUTIONS IN
THE OPINION SECTION.
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Parting Shot

Untouchable: A somber day looking at a rare, barely tracked, sight of KT. Taken in the neighborhood overlooking Squaw; Kelsen Thompson; Nikon P900; three photos stitched
together; find Forbidden Powder photo gallery at phil.camera/kelsen
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